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Chapter 151 - The Hunt For Landlord Has Began! (2 in 1) 

Immediately after hearing what his ally just said, Solar Mist didn't jump from joy or sigh in relief, but 

actually glared at him with a furious look. He felt raging fury at his partner having a solution all along but 

still deciding to hide it until this point. 

Just how much time did they waste standing here waiting for Felix to come by himself while they could 

have literally gone hunting him down already? 

"You, what the hell are you saying!!" Pure Muscle, who had an ever shorter fuss than Solar Mist, gritted 

his teeth, trying his best to suppress his anger and not jump on Hound Stench. 

"Let me explain first before exploding." Undisturbed by his allies' furious looks, Hound Stench sighed 

and said, "I have an ability that allows me to track anyone's location by smell. However, for it to take 

effect, I need Landlord's unique smell." 

"So what's the problem with that?!" Pure Muscle didn't even let him continue his explanation, before 

snapping at him. 

"Do you have his smell on you? Did you even meet up with him inside the maze?" Hound Stench's gruff 

voice neither rose nor lowered as he threw a barrage of questions at Pure Muscle. He simply sighed and 

added, "I doubt that any of you met up with Landlord inside the maze. If you did, you wouldn't have 

been standing here alive and kicking." 

Tongue-tied, Pure Muscle unclutched his tight fist, gradually cooling himself off. Even with his potato 

brain, he easily figured out what he meant. 

As based on what he had seen from Felix's treatment inside the game hall and the interview segment, 

he was certain that he wasn't a merciful person to leave a player walk away from his clutches. Especially 

now that there was a bet going on, where even 1 GP was important. 

"Wait a second. Didn't all of us meet and interact with Landlord before we were dropped in the maze?" 

Quick-witted as always, Solar Mist easily found a loophole in Hound Stench's reason. 

"Heh, do you think I am stupid not to notice such a thing?" Hound Stench glared at Solar Mist and said, 

"If I could track Landlord using such an outdated smell, I would have done so alone without needing to 

come here and hope to encounter him by chance."Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better 

experience, Please click #!-(2-in-1)_49081591678420036 for visiting. 

Solar Mist nodded his head in understanding. What Hound Stench said was logical and within reason. 

After all, if he had such a busted ability that allowed him to track anyone no matter how far the distance 

separating them without having a single weakness, that ability should honestly belong to a legendary 

beast. 

However, Solar Mist knew that Hound Stench's bloodline was from an epic tier 2 beast called Hell 

Hound. So, having such a weakness was completely understandable. 



"The stronger the stench of the target, the easier it is for me to locate its whereabouts." Hound Stench 

shrugged his shoulders, "I doubt anyone of you met up with him during the last 50 minutes or so. 

Right?" 

Solar Mist's expression instantly turned ugly after seeing that everyone was shaking their heads. 

However, he still didn't give up, as he promised them that anyone who met with Felix during that 

duration, would get a hundred million SC reward! 

Unfortunately, no one spoke or stepped forward to help. Hound Stench shook his head in 

disappointment and returned to his position, standing silently like before with his oversized brown coat, 

covering his entire body, except for his exposed bald head. 

He never held any hope for those players claiming that in their journey they spotted Felix. However, he 

still put out his card in the open to extinguish all options. Now that he did, hope for locating Felix was 

truly snuffed out. 

No one was affected the hardest by this failure than Solar Mist. He was truly on the verge of losing his 

shit and start massacring those useless pieces of garbage that he wasted time and his reputation to sign 

a contract with, for no benefits at all. 

The moment he proposed the infamous slave contract in the game, his reputation among the spectators 

fell sharply. Of course, his party members who were also in it weren't spared from being looked down 

upon by the spectators. 

Slave Contracts were frowned upon, just slightly below placing bounties on the players' heads. After all, 

those contracts ruin two of the spectators' most favorite things in the game. 

Death and balance. 

The players who signed the slave contract were supposed to die and not walk around freely with a 2nd 

chance at life. Although their lives were under the mercy of others, they still had a chance to leave the 

game alive. 

The perfect example was those 21 players who just signed with Solar Mist's party. They should have died 

in a gruesome manner to entertain them, not stand around the maze exit like statues doing absolutely 

nothing. 

This example also highlighted the newly messed up balance of the game. If Felix decided to rush to the 

exit and not fight the legendary beast, how was he supposed to fight against 25 players all at once? 

In the eyes of the spectators, that was purely a sure death trap, which was inescapable by no one. Thus, 

anyone who proposed this screwed up contract was sure to get hated and booed by them. 

This was the reason why boos and insults were thrown before when Zoe switched the camera focus 

from Felix to the maze exit after they finished watching his replay! 

How could they not after seeing with their own eyes Solar Mist's party hunt down players and force 

them to sign a slave contract to kill Felix? 



Whether they hated Felix's guts or not, that wasn't the proper way they wanted him to die. Thus, seeing 

Solar Mist's ugly expression and his party disappointed looks after failing to create another plan, made 

them feel an unspeakable euphoria. 

"Now what?" Pure Muscle abruptly asked, breaking the desolate silence in the area. However, no one 

answered him, as they also had no idea what to do. 

Solar Mist kept fiddling with his glasses absent-mindedly. No one knows if he was in deep thought on 

the situation or he simply gave up and kept gazing in a daze. 

He was supposedly their think tank, if he ran out of ideas, then they truly should just accept their loss. 

"I believe I can help you out with your problem." 

Out of nowhere, the Queen AI's monotonous voice resounded in everyone's ears, stunning them 

speechless, not knowing how to react to such mind-boggling news. 

Who could blame them though? 

The Queen wasn't supposed to assist anyone in the games. She had absolutely no authority to interfere 

with how the players were supposed to play or fight. As long as everything was within the rules, she 

must stay in her place. 

The players' first thought after hearing what she said was that someone within the party was playing a 

prank on them by using her voice. Thus, they turned left and right, trying to spot the bastard who was 

trying to anger those four hardcore players at this tense moment. 

They truly wanted to lay lowkey like this until the game ends to regain their freedom. Yet, a retard 

wasn't able to read the mood properly, and they were going to suffer with him. 

"WHO THE F*CK DID THAT!" Just like they assumed, Pure Muscle was the first to respond, as he shouted 

at them with a murderous gaze. He was truly planning on killing someone. 

Frightened, the players gulped and took a step back, not wanting to get targeted by this furious gorilla. 

Just as Pure Muscle pointed his finger at a player randomly, planning to snap his neck to ease his fury, 

the Queen's voice resounded again. "It was me." 

This time the source where it came from was clear. Everyone turned their heads and stared at a man 

wearing a white mask and a black hoodie, coming out from the wall's shadow gradually. Starting from 

his head to his feet. 

"Mastermania??!" Surprised, Solar Mist quickly wore back his glasses, not daring to believe his eyes. 

Mastermania, a well-known idol, who breathe attention in and out, was actually hiding his face and 

voice?! Was the sun rising from the west as well? 

Although none of them saw his face or heard his voice, they immediately knew his identity, and for a 

simple reason actually. 

There were only two shadow element users in this game! 



That's right, Mastermania and another player with a rare bloodline were the only ones from the 

hundred or so players participating in this game that had the shadow element. 

Mastermania who was a popular idol had all of his abilities already exposed to the public. He was 

famously known for having the passive ability *Shadow's Cloak* that allowed him to submerge in the 

shadows and travel through them. 

"What the hell happened to you pretty boy?!" Straightforward as always, Pure Muscle asked impolitely 

what was in everyone's mind. 

The area descended into an awkward silence, as the players were waiting patiently for Mastermania to 

answer, yet, he simply stood silently in front of the maze exit, not bothering to address Pure Muscle's 

question. 

Suddenly, he put his hand on the closed door and caressed it softly. 

The players were merely confused by his actions, and not worried that he would push it open and exit 

the maze, emerging as the winner. 

Ultimately, he was still part of the wager, and anyone participating in it was forbidden from winning the 

game by using it. Felix proposed this rule, just to keep those hardcore players inside the maze, whether 

they liked it or not. 

"He really did one on us, didn't he." He sighed through his nose since his mouth was completely ruined 

by Felix's acid aura! If it wasn't for so, he wouldn't have been using the Queen's voice as a means of 

speech. 

"He sure did." Solar Mist sighed after understanding what he meant. 

"I heard what Mr. Hound said." Mastermania removed his hand from the gate and said, "I believe I have 

what he needs." 

The moment Hound Stench heard what he said, he clapped his hands twice while saying, "Everyone, 

please give us some space. I don't want your smells to interfere with my ability." 

"You heard the man, MOVE!" Pure Muscle means was always rougher as he pushed and kicked those 

before him. 

Within a couple of seconds, the area was emptied, leaving only Mastermania and Hound Stench near 

the gate. 

"Based on the heavy burnt off smell your body is emitting, I believe you fought with Landlord and lost. 

Right?" Hound Stech asked. 

"None of your business." Mastermania glared at him. 

"I wasn't asking you to tell me about how it went, but to know if you managed to touch him during your 

battle....Wait a second, you did touch him right?" After seeing that Mastermania was avoiding having 

eye contact with him, Hound Stench's expression turned a bit unsighty. 



'How can he be this incompetent? What a waste of a fine assassin bloodline.' Hound Stench gave him a 

disdainful gaze and asked, "As long as you reached 5 meters, I can still create a smell mark." 

Mastermania's eyes light up after hearing so. He remembered that he was paralyzed exactly 5 meters 

away from Felix. 

"Go ahead, start using your ability." 

After hearing a positive response, Hound Stench sighed in relief and ordered him while opening his 

brown coat, "Look here." 

A bit humiliated to get ordered around, Mastermania gritted his black teeth while staring at Hound 

Stench's Stomach with a hint of fear. 

The spectators who had no idea about Hound Stench were stupefied at the sight of a large dark hound's 

head merged with his stomach! 

The Hound had long white fangs protruding outside of its vicious-looking mouth, a spherical black nose 

with three nostrils, sharp hairy ears at the top of its head, and lastly, its eyelids were closed shut, not 

letting the spectators see its eyes. 

The spectators didn't know if the thing was alive or not, however, Mastermania who had it in front of his 

face, knew that it was alive and kicking. Its nasty breath kept assaulting his nose each time it exhaled a 

breath of air. 

"Wake up lazy head!" Hound Stench smacked it right in its scalp, yet only a soft growling sound 

responded to him. 

"If you don't wake up in three seconds, you could forget about eating dinner tonight." Hound Stench 

twisted both of its ears just like a mother does to her child. 

"Oohoo!!" The hound cried pitifully while opening its eyelids, exposing two bright red eyes, emitting a 

dangerous vibe. 

"Stop whining, it doesn't even hurt that much." Hound Stench gave a gentle smile, as he gazed at his 

partner in arm acting like a drama queen. 

Some spectators almost throw up in revulsion at such a messed up sight. They didn't have the guts to 

continue watching Hound Stench talking to that beast stuck in his stomach like it wasn't a big deal. 

This was probably the first time in their life to see a player who obtained one of the rarest top 

mutations. 

Rebirth!!! 

That's right, the hound had its own consciousness and thought process! And not just an active or passive 

ability. 

Such a rare mutation could happen only one in a million times. Plus, it had way too many strict 

conditions to just have that one chance of getting it. The first one was to awaken or replace a bloodline 



using at least 30% at once, a quite difficult hurdle to achieve but not impossible. The second one was to 

have at least a 75% affinity rating. 

Those two conditions must be met first if one wanted to have a chance to awaken the consciousness of 

the beast he merged with. After all, the bloodline itself had pieces of dormant consciousness, memories, 

and such. If it wasn't for so, humans shouldn't be able to integrate with beasts. 

That being said, Hound Stench's mutation resulted in having the Hell Hound's head protruding from his 

stomach. Probably not a lot of bloodliners would hope for that to happen. 

"Use smell absorption on this idiot." He pointed his finger at Mastermania and added, "Absorb only the 

smells he was met with between 40 minutes to 60 minutes ago." 

Lazy and muddled, The Hound yawned widely with his tongue dripping with saliva, sending a wave of 

nasty stench towards Mastermania, causing him to gag and almost vomit his guts out. 

Coco brought his nose close to Mastermania's face and abruptly inhaled a deep breath through it. 

Colorful particles with multiple different colors came out from Mastermania's body and went rapidly 

inside Coco's nose. 

No one was able to see those foggy colors, except for Hound Stench. Coco kept repeating inhaling 

through his nose and exhaling through his mouth until nothing was coming out of Mastermania 

anymore. 

"Okey we are done." Hound Stench let go of Mastermania's head and took two steps back, putting some 

distance between them. 

He closed his eyes and focused on the many smells that Coco just absorbed. The passive ability he was 

relying on was called *Smell deduction*. 

It allowed him to memorize an arsenal of smells without getting confused in the slightest. The best part, 

he could differentiate between them even if the two smells were only 0.01% different! 

Hound Stench made sure to memorize everyone's unique smell when they were standing on the stage 

during the game hall, including Felix! Thus, what he was trying to do now, was comparing the smells that 

Coco just absorbed with Felix's scent that he memorized. 

Minutes passed by and still, Hound Stench had his eyes closed deep in his zone, eliminating one smell 

after the other rapidly. 

The smells Mastermania was exposed to during that 15 minutes window was quite a large figure. Hound 

Stench had to make sure that he was error-free in his comparison, lest Felix's smell pass by him 

unnoticed. 

"Come on, faster faster, faster..." Solar Mist kept murmuring under his breath while his eyes were glued 

to his AP bracelet clock, ticking continuously. 

Who knew that It would tick for whole 5 minutes before Hound Stench finally opened his eyes with a 

satisfied smile. 



Without further ado, Hound Stench waved his hand, singling for the players to return. Solar Mist was the 

first to dash forward, running as fast as he could, unbothered about keeping his classy calm image 

anymore. The rest of his party soon followed after him. 

"Any good news?" Immediately after arriving, Solar Mist asked. 

"It was a close call." Hound Stench clarified, "Landlord's smell that I picked was barely enough to create 

a tracking mark using my ability." He smiled mildly, "If we didn't have Coco, we may not even be able to 

use that mark." He patted the happy Coco head, who was huffing with his tongue out, pleased by 

getting complimented. 

Although they didn't understand what he meant by the 2nd part, Solar Mist and Spirit Visage still 

thanked Hound Stench over his effort like proper gentlemen. 

"Alright, Mr. Hound can we go now?" He asked impatiently. 

"We can move at any moment now." Hound Stench pointed at the 22 players and asked, "However, we 

can't take everyone with us. They might drag our speed down." 

Solar Mist nodded his head in agreement and clapped his hands twice, "Listen up! Those who are 

confident in their speed or strength, join us in our hunt and you will be rewarded with a hundred 

million! SC" 

Although the players got hyped up after seeing the reward gets mentioned up, not a lot of them decided 

to join the main party. Actually, only four players raised their hands, showing their desire to participate. 

Despite the enticing reward, the majority of players still preferred to remain near the exit and especially 

away from the main party. They weren't frightened by Felix's strength, but by the main party itself! 

Who knows they might actually fail to locate Felix successfully during their journey. Which meant, Solar 

Mist would lose his shit and start killing them like harvesting cabbages. They had no way to defend or 

resist him after signing that contract. Hence, in their eyes, it was much to stay as far as possible from 

them until the game ends and they regain their freedom. 

"Useless pieces of trash!" 

Irritated and irked, Solar Mist gave them a death glare and stopped bothering with them. He knew 

exactly what was in their minds, and he had no time to correct their thoughts by torturing some of 

them. 

"If you are not coming, then you better make sure that no one opens up the gate!" He shouted, "Anyone 

who reached 5 meters near the gate, cut his god damn head off! You hear me?!" 

'Solar Mist's fiery personality started to show up more often.' Spirit Visage mused as he gazed at Solar's 

Mist losing his composure yet again. 'Heh, Landlord was right, fire element users shouldn't try to act 

calm and cold. It just does not fit them at all.' 

Without waiting to receive their response, Hound Stench pointed at the Northern path and sprinted 

with his coat flapping in the air, exposing his stomach, which had Coco with its tongue out. The rest of 

the party swiftly chased after him. 



Mastermania went to the nearest shadow in the wall and submerged himself in it, planning to chase 

after them while hidden. 

A whopping 15 minutes passed since the moment Felix's announcement had passed. This meant they 

only had 45 minutes to reach Felix and kill him. 

Plus, even if they did kill him before the game ends, how were they going to surpass Princess Bird, who 

was obviously above them in ranks? 

No one knows what was their end game. Was it to simply kill Felix and wish that Princess Bird had died 

somewhere or they already had a plan to emerge as the winner after killing Felix? 

Chapter 152 - Invisible Attack! 

15 minutes before the game ends... 

'I can't believe she actually cheated on him! What a b*tch.' 

'Screw you! What do you know?! He clearly wasn't treating her properly, it was only natural that she 

takes revenge somehow.' 

'Pffff!! I never saw a wife cheat on her husband because he refused to take her shopping three times a 

week.' Felix laughed, 'I didn't think your taste in drama would be this shitty Asna.' 

'FELIX! Stop badmouthing my dramas already! Otherwise, I will cut all ties with you!' She yelled at him 

with flushed cheeks, finally not able to handle his nitpicking. 

The bastard asked her to pick a drama to watch from the collection he downloaded before entering the 

game. He promised her that no matter what she picked, they would continue watching it together even 

after the game end. Yet now, he was trash-talking the plot during the very first episode. 

How could she continue enjoying her watch when he kept laying those negative remarks every god 

damn minute? 

"Yea, yea, whatever.' 

Utterly bored, Felix waved his hand dismissively while sitting on the top of the golden chest. It stopped 

glimmering brightly immediately after he opened it up 45 minutes ago. 

Felix stopped watching the drama for a second and glanced at the time in his AP bracelet with an odd 

look. 

This was already the 5th time he saw the time, and every time, he couldn't understand why the game 

was still carrying on. 

He knew that it was nigh impossible that no one actually managed to locate the exit even after 2 hours 

and 15 minutes. Even adding the 4th shuffle that happened 15 minutes earlier, still, it didn't make sense 

to him. 

Those players, who didn't participate in the wager with them might not be as good as the hardcore 

players, but Felix was confident that at least one of them should have lucked out on the exit by now. 



He wasn't really complaining or anything. In fact, he wanted nothing more but for the players to not find 

out the exit in the next 15 minutes to help him get the win as well. It just that he found it a bit odd that's 

all. 

'Did goddess luck finally notice me?' He mused in a good mood, 'It was about time I get showered with 

some luck.'Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 

#!_49240850693154138 for visiting. 

Why wouldn't he be? His wound was completely closed by blood clotting. His total GP had already 

reached a whopping 9200, without even calculating the points of the 9 players in the wager. Now, he 

even had a slight chance of winning the game? His mood was beyond terrific. 

This game was truly one of the best ones he had, even adding the tens of games he played in his 

previous life. 

'I can finally join the Ivy Leagu...' 

'DODGE FELIX!!!!' 

Subconsciously, Felix jerked himself backward, dropping from the chest in an unsightly manner. 

However, he didn't care about how his dodge turned out, he was just glad he dodged successfully. 

Wait, why did I have dodge? He thought to himself. 

Boom! 

The sound of the chest getting blasted answered his question. Yet, even after he heard the sound, Felix 

was still confused, because he didn't see what caused such a loud noise! 

He might have been deep in his thoughts, but his guard was always raised to the limit. He never trusted 

this false sense of safety. 

This made things even weirder! His eyes actually failed to see the upcoming attack?! If Asna didn't warn 

him on time, he would have probably got blasted instead of the chest. 

"What the f*ck is going on?" He cursed under his breath while peeking with one eye from behind the 

chest. The area ahead of him was still empty without any sight of the enemy. He activated his ultra 

infrared vision, hoping to spot the f*cker who wanted to mess with him. 

Look and Behold. 

His red shimmering eyes showed him four humanoid red auras standing 20 meters away from him, 

another one 40 meters to his left, and finally, three hazy auras at 60 meters, one lying on the ground 

while the other two were standing next to it, like bodyguards. 

Totally freaked out, he gulped a mouthful at this sudden assault. A freaking 8 players were so close to 

him, yet he didn't have a single clue! 

If his mental energy wasn't on the verge of exhaustion, he could have afforded to activate his infrared 

vision once in a while and saw those players sneaking up on him like this. 



Too bad, he couldn't even keep active for a couple of seconds before his head started to ache. He 

immediately turned it off, making him narrow his eyes in dread at the empty area in front of him. He 

knew that his situation was dire. How was he supposed to fight invisible enemies, who throw invisible 

attacks? 

'Asna, mind telling me what are you seeing?' He requested. 

'What do you mean? There are clearly five players in front of you. Heck, the guy with the glasses from 

before was the one who attacked you.' She asked in bewilderment, 'Can't you see any of this?' 

'No, nothing appears in my eyesight. Describe them to me and make it short.' He gritted his teeth, 'I 

have a few guesses of what's going on.' 

'No wonder you didn't dodge. I thought you weren't paying attention.' Asna stood up from her lying 

position on the bed with a serious expression. It wasn't the time to act playful. 

She knew that Felix wasn't in his optimal form to fight two players, don't even mention a team made of 

five. Thus, instead of describing the players as he asked her, she took a step further, and straightaway 

read his memories. It didn't even take her a split second before figuring out their names. 

'Solar Mist, Pure Muscle, Spirit Visage, and two random players, who weren't part of the wager with 

you.' She informed him. 

'Sure enough, this was Spirit Visage's doing.' Felix said. 

'Careful, it seems like the stuck-up prick with glasses on is going to attack you again.' Asna suddenly 

warned him. 

'Asna you be my eyes from now on, tell me everything that will endanger my life.' Felix requested while 

taking cover behind the chest. 

Thank god, he never left his position. Otherwise, if he was ambushed like this during his walk, things 

might not turn out as pretty. The chest was large and indestructible. As long as he remained behind it, 

he would have a good shield. 

'Careful they stopped at ten meters. It seemed like they are not going to continue walking.' She warned. 

'Heh, it's because they don't dare to.' Felix sneered while snapping his finger, creating one acid bomb in 

his hand. 

His energy might be on the border of exhaustion, but they didn't know that. Felix wasn't going to show 

them any form of weakness, lest they drop all pretense and jump on him together. 

Their lack of information about his energy level and wariness from his poison aura made them act this 

cautiously. 

The only player Felix was truly worried about was Spirit Visage. 

Based on what he read on Spirit Visage's current known information, he was an illusion element user, 

who was in possession of an epic tier 2 Ethereal Sorrow fiend bloodline! 



Although his element clearly was a rare grade, like time, space, life, and such, it didn't mean that beasts 

with illusion elements were all extinct. 

In fact, from tier 1 to tier 4 there were quite a few beasts' bloodlines to pick. They might be rare and 

expensive as hell, but they could still be bought. 

However, from tier 5+, there was absolutely not a single illusion beast found to this date. No one knows 

if their illusive abilities made it impossible for humans to find them, or they simply didn't exist in the first 

place. 

This meant for poor Spirit Visage, his bloodline path was blocked at stage 3 of replacement. Unless he 

had a secondary element or managed to obtain the elemental potion. 

Felix who had the same element knew all of this as well. Hence, his reason why he never bothered to 

enhance his illusion affinity. 

After all, why would he do so, when the only bloodlines that were in the market were absolute trash? 

Felix would be a fool if he ever thought of replacing the J?rmungandr bloodline with such garbage 

bloodlines. 

That being said, the Ethereal Sorrow Fiend bloodline truly had some wicked abilities. Such as, the one 

that Spirit Visage was currently using to hide his party from Felix's eyesight. 

"Eyesight Perception Blockage." Felix mumbled the name softly. 

When he failed to see Solar Mist's party and the upcoming attack, while Asna was able to easily, he 

quickly figured out what happened to him. He knew that this ability made his eyes unable to see 

anything except for the background. 

In other words, Solar Mist's party could throw any ability they wanted without worrying about Felix 

seeing it and defending against it. 

The perfect ability for ambushing! 

Still, like any other ability, there was always a type of limitation and weakness to balance it out. Felix 

knew exactly what to do in order to get himself out of its effect! 

"Hey guys! It's great to see you again." Felix suddenly stood up with his hands inside of his pockets and 

said sarcastically, "I never thought your greeting would be in such a welcoming fashion." 

Chapter 153 - Gotta Make a Run For It! (2 in 1) 

"Solar, Mr. Muscle, Mr. Spirit." He said each name while staring right through their eyes, making them 

flinch. 

They couldn't help but start to assume that he was actually able to see them. If not else, how did he 

dodge their first ambush, and now he was even staring right in their eyes. 

Solar Mist gave a quick glance to Spirit Visage, who was hovering above him in an ethereal form. 

Spirit Visage understood the meaning of his glance and showed him a shoulder shrug. Clearly implying 

that he also had no idea what was happening. 



He was certain that his ability had taken effect. He was currently seeing with his own eyes, that Felix was 

inside his ability's 20 meters radius domain. Hence, he was also as confused as Solar Mist. 

Irritated, Solar Mist stopped bothering with the useless Spirit Visage and began to ponder whether to 

reply back to Felix or not. 

He felt that it was a trap laid by Felix. Since, the moment he spoke a single word out loud, the illusion 

would be broken, exposing everyone inside. He wasn't a moron to fall for such a low leveled trick. 

"What's the problem Solar?" Felix leaned on the chest in a carefree manner and taunted, "Did you finally 

learn how to keep your feisty personality in check?" He suddenly laughed jokingly, "I never assumed that 

you would actually take my previous words to heart." 

"What a good boy you are." Felix beseeched him with his hand, "Come near boy, let me reward you with 

a head pat. That's must be the reason you came here after all. Right?" 

"Landlord's mouth is literally made out of poison." Zoe laughed out loud at the ugly face of Solar Mist, 

who looked like he was holding a dump for three days straight. 

The spectators were also enjoying Felix's brutal insults. Yet, they still didn't think that Felix was actually 

going to get out of here alive. 

What a joke! They knew that Felix was merely talking big to scare them off as a last attempt at survival. 

Unlike Solar Mist's party who had no idea the amount of Felix's energy, they were pretty certain that 

Felix's energy tank wasn't even 10% filled! 

Plus with his shoulder wound that would still hinder him during the fight, there was just no way that he 

could survive their onslaughter. 

'Breath, breath, breath...' Solar Mist kept repeating this in his mind while taking a deep breath through 

his nose and exhaling through his mouth. 

He was trying his very best to calm himself down and not ruin his team's plans. He just needed to ignore 

Felix's taunts and his death would be stamped upon. 

"I bet you will make great friends with Hound Stench's dog." Felix pointed at his crotch and asked, "How 

you met him? He lives right here." He paused and pointed at his stomach this time, "Oh wait, maybe it 

was here." He scratched his head and apologized, "I am sorry for the audience for having to see that, My 

memory always fails me." He sighed, "If I drunk photographic memory potion as Mr. Solar did, I wouldn't 

have had such a problem." 

"Too bad, not all of us are as pretty as Solar Mist to have it gifted to us by a sugar mommy." He shrugged 

his shoulders and asked warmly, "Don't you agree Mr. Sol..." 

"LANDLORD I WILL F*CKING MURDER YOU!!!" 

Before Felix could even finish his question, he heard Solar Mist's bestial roar coming from in front of 

him. He blinked his eyes once and the sight before him was completely different. 



He saw exactly what Asna narrated before. The only difference was that Solar Mis's body and the area 

around him were set in flame, while Pure Muscle for some reason started to laugh his ass out while 

pointing his finger at Solar Mist. 

He was probably laughing at Solar Mist dropping the ball in such a critical moment. But, who could 

blame Solar's Mist reaction? 

Felix's words crossed the line and went beyond it. Especially when he called his dear wife his sugar 

mommy. Not a single decent man would have his wife being insulted under public eyes and remain 

calm. 

Felix did it before during the game hall, and now he repeated it again. This time, he truly went 

overboard. 

Felix didn't give jack shit about Solar Mist's feelings. Why would he? The f*cker brought an army with 

him to take him down. 

So, Felix wasn't going to mince his words in the slightest. He would say whatever needed to get him out 

of this death trap. 

Displeased, Spirit Visage looked at his illusion domain that was in the process of falling apart, exposing 

everyone that was within it. Even him, who was in an ethereal form. 

He didn't think that a few insults and barks were enough to turn Solar Mist into a man-made flame... 

literally. 

However, if he had a wife or at least a girlfriend, he would have understood Solar Mist's fury. Too bad, 

he didn't even have normal human emotions, don't even mention having a woman. 

'Such a childish reaction.' Spirit Visage shook his head while watching from above Solar Mist suddenly 

starting to wave his hand sideways, sending in each wave a golden crow made of fire. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The sound of wind could be heard as Felix, narrowly dodging the salvo of crows that were thrown at 

him. His ears hearing nothing but his heart beating wildly. 

He never expected that Solar Mist's reaction would be so fast and brutal, not letting him even take cover 

behind the chest first. 

Before he could even sigh in relief, he suddenly saw Solar Mist give him a cold smile as he bent his index 

fingers in his direction. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The flame crows that Felix had just dodged, made an abrupt sharp turn, coming back to assault him this 

time from behind! 

Felix didn't even need to see them as the sound of their wings flapping was enough to let him know that 

his back was totally exposed. 



The eyes of the spectators widened in anticipation of how was Felix going to handle Solar Mist's way of 

controlling those crows like homing missiles. 

Thud! Boom! Boom!... 

Unexpectedly, Felix didn't even turn his head before kicking the lid of the chest wide open, using it as an 

extra shield against the crows! 

His play worked just like a charm, as Solar Mist wasn't able to make them dodge the lid of the chest in 

time, before colliding with it. 

Felix timed his kick so well, some spectators began to wonder if he had eyes in the back of his head. 

'Shit! Shit! I need to make run for it!' 

Unbeknownst to them, Felix was about to shit himself from fright. He literally just kicked the lid of the 

chest out of reflex. He never expected it would work so well. However, he knew that it was just a one-

time thing that couldn't be repeated anymore. 

The thought of using the chest as a cover was dashed from his mind immediately after realizing that 

Solar Mist's *Crows of Flame* was a controllable ability. He wasn't stupid to let himself be a sitting duck 

behind the chest. 

"You guys asked for it!" Felix shouted at the top of his voice, "Mist of the dead! Consume my enemies' 

souls to oblivion!" 

Clap! 

Felix smacked his palms together in a dramatic manner, forcing out a whitish mist out of his pores 

gradually. The mist kept spreading meter by meter under Felix's deranged laughs, "Your greatest 

mistake was staying so close to me. Now DIE!" 

Before the mist reached 7 meters, the goons behind Solar Mist's made a run for it with frightened 

expressions. Felix's three fireworks truly made them traumatized. If Felix said that his mist could kill by a 

single touch they would believe it in a heartbeat! 

Meanwhile, Pure Muscle's guts didn't warn him in the slightest that the approaching mist was 

dangerous. However, he still took a few steps back as a precaution. 

The only ones who didn't move from their position were Solar Mist and Spirit Visage. One believed that 

his fire was able to evaporate the mist, thus protecting him. The other was in an ethereal form. Not a 

single substance affected him in this form. 

Tsk! Felix clicked his tongue in irritation at the sight of those two not affected in the slightest by his aura. 

He wanted to scare them into retreating by his using their lack of information about his aura, but the 

bastards didn't move even an inch. 

"GO kill them all!" 

Felix's maddened shout resounded one last time before his aura finally reached the 8 meters mark. Pure 

Muscle didn't care anymore about his gut feeling. 



He fist-pumped his palm while holding his breath. Zoe knew what he planned on doing and honestly, she 

wanted nothing more but to laugh her ass out. 

Pure Muscle actually activated one of his famous defensive abilities, *Derman Armor!* because of 

Felix's hollow boast! 

Grey rocks started to materialize on his tan skin, covering every inch of his body. Even his face was 

completely hidden. If his eyes weren't still in the open, any stranger who saw him would believe that he 

was a statue made of rocks. 

His transformation didn't take even a second. However, that second was enough for Solar Mist and 

Spirit Visage to realize that the mist stopped spreading at 8 meters sharp! 

"To actually ambush me, While knowing that I slew a legendary beast solo. I don't know whether to 

applaud for your bravery or laugh at your stupidity." Felix said in an arrogant manner. 

Alas, if he wasn't escaping while saying so, his words might have sounded a bit dashing in the ears of the 

spectators. Yet now, they didn't know whether to laugh or cry at the sight of him bolting away while 

hidden inside the white mist. 

Spirit Visage was the first to notice from above that the spherical white mist that blocked their vision 

was actually retreating instead of advancing as Felix claimed. 

He immediately knew that the prick was all barks and no bait! 

"Chase him down! He doesn't have enough energy to fight!" Spirit Visage flew rapidly after Felix while 

continuously giving off orders, "Just gang up on him! He does not pose a threat." 

"Don't order me around!" 

"Don't order me around!" 

Livid, both Solar Mist and Pure Muscle yelled at the same time while running after Felix. They glared at 

each other for a couple of seconds and switched their focus on Felix, who was exposed in the open after 

he withdrew his aura. 

They knew that Spirit Visage was right. Felix was totally spent during his many fights before. He was 

easier to kill than a random player now. A bloodliner without energy was the same as a tiger without 

claws or fangs. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Solar Mist kept firing those flaming crows at Felix's back. Yet, the moment they reach 20 meters away 

from him, they disappear! 

His ability had a limited range, and now it was giving him trouble. He bit his lower lip and increased his 

speed slightly, trying to lower the distance to 15 meters. That was the optimal distance to manipulate 

his crows to their best potential. 



However, Felix wasn't making it any easier for him. His elemental energy might have been spent, but his 

physical energy was at its peak form. After all, he took a 45 minutes long break, while Solar Mist's party 

was probably running from the maze exit nonstop to reach him as fast as possible. 

Seeing that Felix was actually putting more and more distance between them, his fans started to believe 

that he might actually escape! 

"Make yourself useful and do something!" Solar Mist said, glaring at Pure Muscle, who was behind him, 

struggling to catch up with his heavy transformation. 

"F*ck off!" Too bad, the only response he received was a rocky middle finger. 

"Tsk, useless trash. Why did we even add you to our alliance?" Solar Mist sneered and turned his head, 

not bothering himself with Pure Muscle. In his eyes, it was only him and Spirit Visage at this point. 

Even the slaves he brought with him turned out beyond useless. To actually escape the moment they 

got threatened by Felix, he honestly would have snapped their necks if he didn't have more important 

matters to handle. 

"Watch closely how things get done so you won't drop the ball again." Pure Muscle narrowed his eyes 

while pointing his rocky finger at Felix's back. 

"Dermal Armor Transfer technique!" He called out loud. 

Suddenly, the rocky armor that was protecting him started to detach itself from his body. His hairy 

musclier body was exposed to the open again. Yet, the weirder part was that the armor flew 

immediately towards Felix after separation! 

Whoosh! 

When Felix heard a different sound of the wind, he turned his head, wanting to peek at what attack 

Solar Mist this time used on him. 

"What the f*ck!" He instantly cursed after seeing arms, legs, torso, and even the helmet all made of grey 

rocks, targeting him like a homing missile! 

He never heard of such a bullshit ability before. He never expected that a defensive ability would be 

used as an offensive ability. Well, if knew that it was actually a technique it would have made more 

sense. 

Now, he could only increase his speed while zigzagging through the paths, hoping to shake them off. 

However, every time he turned around, his heartbeats increase a notch after seeing them inching closer 

and closer to his body.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click #!-(2-in-
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'Asna any ideas!!!' He asked with an urgent tone. 

'Nope!' 

As always Asna didn't take a single second before shutting him down with a hard 'No'. 



However, this time her eyes were a bit gloomy. Was it because of his dire situation or something 

else?...No one knows. 

Zoe and the spectator's eyes kept getting wider and wider at the sight of Felix running desperately while 

having that armor merely a few meters behind him. 

Click! 

'F*ck my life!!!' 

"He actually stepped on a trap!!" Zoe brought the mic closer to her lips and yelled, "How could he be so 

unlucky!" 

She wasn't lying in the slightest, as Felix took the wrong step, opening up a wide hole in the floor right in 

front of him. The trap had sharp metallic spikes, resembling shark teeth at the bottom of the hole. 

Scared shitless, Felix jumped immediately after reaching the end of the hole. With his speed, there was 

absolutely no way that he could have stopped in time. It was better to risk it with a jump, hoping to 

reach the other side safely. 

Alas, that didn't happen... 

The moment Felix reached the middle of the hole, gravity began to do its wonders, grabbing him by his 

ankle and pulling him down. 

"F*ck you gravity!!!" 

Chapter 154 - Hopeless Situation! 

Solar Mist's eyes brightened up like new years eve fireworks at Felix falling down with his legs and hands 

flailing randomly. Yet, what delighted him the most was Felix's screams. 

Zoe and the spectators all had their hands clutched above their heads, not daring to believe that Felix 

after everything he had been through in the game was actually going to die in such an anticlimactic 

manner! 

Cluck! Cluck! Cluck!... 

"What in the god's name am I even watching!!" gobsmacked, Zoe cried out loud at the sight of Felix 

getting covered by the dermal armor while falling mid-air towards the sharp spikes in the hole!!! 

She wasn't the only one dumbfounded by the sight, as the spectators, Solar Mist and especially Pure 

Muscle all had their mouths agape as well. 

Smash! 

Felix, who appeared like a giant statue made of rocks, slammed into the sharp spikes, sending metallic 

sparks all over the place. Yet, nothing much happened except for that. 

His body didn't get a single wound or even a scratch by those spikes. He was completely fine, which 

baffled him and Asna more than it did to the spectators. 



'Felix, did you bribe that bushy guerrilla in the game hall? Or is he your long lost brother?' Asna asked in 

bewilderment. 

'F*ck off, don't associate me with that guerrilla!' Felix lifted his heavy hand with cold sweat on his back. 

That was truly a close shave. He totally forgot about the traps laying everywhere. 

Before, he was relying too much on his infrared vision to spot those traps and avoid them. But now, he 

was running full commando without it! 

It was natural that he would activate a trap sooner or later. He just never expected that he would 

actually get saved by an ability thrown at him to kill him. 

'Wait, why did it give me an armor instead of smashing into me?' He thought to himself. 

When he was being chased by it, he assumed that it was an offensive ability, meant to deal damage to 

him. Yet, instead, it gave him a dermal armor. 

What's the f*cking point? 

This question was on everyone's mind actually and not just Felix. Especially Solar Mist, who was about to 

lose his shit at such a twist. 

Who could blame him though? 

Felix was 99% dead or at least going to get heavily wounded from the fall. But now he was standing on 

the tips of the spikes like he was standing on solid ground! Forget about saving him from the fall, the 

armor even gave him extra assistance to get out of the hole! 

Before he could even insult the somewhat embarrassed Pure Muscle, he saw Felix jump like a rocket 

from the hole and land on its other side. 

"Thank you for the armor, Mr. Muscle." Felix waved his hand in a playful manner and said, "I will wire 

you the agreed amount after the game." 

"Till then! Bye-bye!" 

Felix turned around and continued his escape with almost the same speed, like the heavy-weight of the 

armor wasn't troubling him at all. 

Pure Muscle's eyebrows twitched at such a sight. It was obvious he planned to use this technique to 

capture Felix or at least slow him down. Yet, it backfired on his face in public view. 

Solar Mist removed his glasses and tightened his grip until they broke. Yet, his murderous eyes never left 

Felix's back. 

Immediately after he saw that Felix was gone, he gave Pure Muscle a dirty glance and snapped his 

finger. He didn't have time to deal with Pure Muscle's screw up. 

Spirit Visage never stopped chasing after Felix, and Solar Mist wasn't going to let himself be left behind 

with this buffoon. 



Teaching him how to not drop the ball? Solar Mist scoffed at what Pure Muscle said before. He messed 

up way harder than anyone ever could. 

Phew! 

A carpet made of flame was created under his feet and starting to unroll itself until it reached the other 

side of the hole. 

If it wasn't a wide hole covering the entire path, he could have just went around it. Sadly, he could only 

use his *Fire Carpet* ability to help him out. 

Immediately after stepping on the fire carpet, his feet brighter up with a red halo, entailing the 

automatic activation of his passive ability *Fire Marsh*. 

"Try to catch up morons." He gave them one last unfriendly glance and sprinted on the fire carpet, 

reaching the other side of the hole in a jiffy. 

Phew! 

Without slowing down his speed, he snapped his finger and the fire carpet disappeared as quickly as it 

appeared. 

Pure Muscle stared at his back with a vicious glint. He actually just got insulted in the same breath as 

those weaklings behind him. He would rather prefer having getting insulted alone than being treated 

like this. 

"Come here let me help you bypass the trap." The vicious look he had was replaced with an indifferent 

one, as he ordered them. 

Frightened, the players instead of approaching him, took a step back. Their gut feeling was warning 

them to do the exact opposite. Yet, it honestly didn't even matter if they took a step back or a hundred. 

One cold look from Pure Muscle made them approach him obediently. They hated the feeling of having 

their lives under others, but what could they do? If they disagreed with his wishes, he could easily ask 

the Queen to pop off their brain, on the basis that the contract conditions were broken. 

"You first!" Pure Muscle gripped the head of one of the players, making him yelp in pain and fright. 

Suddenly under the eyes of the spectators, he hurled the player in the air by his head, like a cannonball! 

Thud! Crack! 

His body smashed right into the cold metallic floor and rolled at least 6 times like a broken doll before 

stopping. The sound of his bones breaking was still resounding in the ears of the mortified other player 

before his head got clutched as well by Pure Muscle's steel grip. 

"Don't worry Mr. Bloodish eyes, your landing won't be as nasty as him." Pure Muscle showed him a 

sadistic grin and said, "After all, I just had practice." 

"PUT ME DOWN YOU DEMO... AAAAAAA!!!" Before Bloodish Eyes finished saying his piece, he got 

thrown in the air as well. 



Thud! 

"Argh!" 

Pure Muscle wasn't lying to him, as he landed straight on the motionless body of the first player. That 

softened the landing a bit for him. 

"Not bad." Pure Muscle said, smiling. His anger was completely vented on those two poor souls. 

"Dermal Armor!" Pure Muscle called out loud while jumping above the hole. His body just like before, 

started to be covered in grey stones. 

Thud! 

He landed on his feet and sprinted on the cl.u.s.tered sharp spikes before jumping out of the hole again, 

reaching the other side. 

Without delaying any further, he pulled the conscious player by his collar and chased after the rest. His 

rocky hand gripped the poor lad so tight, his neck had veins protruding from it. 

"L.e..t m..e g.o." Breathless, the player said letter by letter while tapping his hand in surrender on Pure 

Muscle's forearm. 

"Oh." Pure Muscle immediately dropped him after realizing that he was choking him. 

"You better make yourself useful then." He gave him a threatening look and continued his chase with a 

befuddled expression. 

He didn't want to admit it but he totally lost them. The moment they got out of his sight, there was no 

way he would be able to spot them inside this maze without assistance. His abilities weren't really that 

helpful when it came to tracking others. 

"Sir, you are heading the wrong way." Bloodish Eyes murmured softy behind Pure Muscle. He didn't 

have the guts to laugh at him for it. 

"Oh? You know how to find them?" Pure Muscle suddenly stopped and ordered, "Don't answer that, just 

lead the way." 

Bloodish Eyes didn't even get the chance to brag about his tracking ability before he got shut down by 

Pure Muscle. 

"Yes Sir." With slumped shoulders, the player changed direction and sprinted with his head lowered. 

Pure Muscle thought that he was upset. But in reality, the player was actually following red bright 

footsteps that only he could see by using his active ability *Predator Hunt*. 

... 

'Damn it, that guerrilla took my armor away!' Irritated, Flix cursed in his mind while looking behind his 

back. Immediately after, his eyes made contact with Solar Mist's murderous eyes. 

The prick was approaching him rapidly, as he kept surfing on a carpet made of flame. He wasn't walking 

or sprinting, but literally surfing on fire, like he was riding an ocean wave!! 



The carpet was continuously expanding in front and withdrawing from behind. keeping always a 5-meter 

size. 

Felix knew for sure that was a technique combined from two abilities or probably even three at once! 

There was no way in hell that flame carpet was able to do that by itself. 

Plus, the fact that Solar Mist started using it just now, instead of before, made it even obvious that it 

was a technique. 

After all, techniques consumed energy like drinking water. If it wasn't for so, bloodliners would start 

using only them in fights and not save them up as a final deadly trump card. 

Whoosh, Boom! 

Argh! 

Felix couldn't but groan in pain after a flaming crow exploded right behind his back. It wasn't a direct 

attack, but the explosion managed to leave some red scorched marks on his back. His hoodie was 

completely torn apart. 

This was the 4th crow that was sent in his direction. The first ones didn't harm him at all since he had 

the dermal armor protecting him. However, now that it was gone, he was completely exposed to Solar 

Mist's full assaults without any way to retaliate. 

His energy was enough to let him throw only three bombs before fainting. There was no way in hell he 

would put himself in that position. 

In addition, Spirit Visage was still following above him. He knew that he was merely waiting for him to 

stop for a couple of seconds to put down his illusion domains again. 

Thus, he couldn't stop or turn to fight Solar Mist. His situation was getting direr and direr. He knew it, 

the spectators knew it, Zoe knew it, and even Spirit Visage and Solar Mist knew it! 

At this point, his only hope was to continue running until the game ends! 

Whoosh, Boom! 

"Landlord needs a miracle to survive." Hopeless, Zoe shook her head at the sight of Felix staggering 

forward few steps, after his back was engulfed in flames of the explosion. 

The spectators shared the same view as her. Even Felix's fans began to lose faith and hope that he could 

turn this around. 

They knew if Felix had enough energy, he would have destroyed those two by now. Sadly that was a big 

if. 

Felix thought of the time he spent a hefty amount of energy to deal with the Terror Serpent, and regrets 

started to wash over him like a tide. 

If only he gave up on the Terror Serpent and aimed straight for the legendary chest, he wouldn't be in 

such a dire position. Alas, Felix wasn't a prophet. 



He had no idea that he would be found out by an alliance made of the strongest players in the game 

after him. He assumed before that at most he would end up meeting with one. 

If that actually happened, 5% energy or 1% energy, he was confident in fighting his way through by 

relying only on his superstrength passive. If that didn't work, he still could escape successfully. 

Unfortunately, Spirit Visage and Solar Mist's truly complemented their abilities well. One attacks and the 

other imposed everlasting pressure on him. Not letting him even stop to catch his breath. 

Boom! 

The sound of the explosion was heard loud and clear in Felix's ears, as one crow exploded exactly one 

meter away from his head. His ears were ringing and bleeding, but his expression remained stoic.Find 
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His burnt back was pricking him with waves of pain. Yet, Felix merely gritted his teeth and carried on 

running at his top speed. 

In his eyes, this pain compared to the torture he felt during his integrations phases wouldn't even serve 

an appetizer. If they wanted to kill him, they need to step up their game! 

'What the hell is he made of! Fall already!! Fall!!' 

Solar Mist expression kept getting uglier and uglier. His energy was getting dried up rapidly, yet his 

attacks, even with direct contacts still weren't enough to finish the job. He just wanted to make him 

drop on his feet and Spirit Visage would carry on from thereon. 

'Mr. luke, Spirit Visage said that you need to capture him in the next 500 meters. His ethereal form can't 

go beyond it. If you failed, He will be forced to return to his main body. ' The Queen's voice was 

suddenly heard in Solar Mist's mind. 

Without a hint of surprise, he glanced at Spirit Visage, who was giving him a forced mild smile. 

Chapter 155 - Why Can't I feel anything? 

He knew that his partner wasn't messing around with him. In his mind, it was normal that his ethereal 

form had an activity range. After all, in that form, he was untouched, unaffected by any elemental 

abilities, and still could activate his abilities freely. 

Such a good ability had to have some limitations. He just didn't know its limitation would start knocking 

so soon. 

Well, he believed that it was soon, but actually, they were running for about 6 minutes now. Heck, the 

distance between them and the golden chest already reached 2 kilometers. 

Felix sure brought them on a journey without their realization. 

'F*cking hell, If even Spirit Visage left, how am I supposed to deal with this unkillable c.o.c.kroach?!' 

Livid, Solar Mist bit his lips hard, almost causing it to bleed. 

'Shit! I can only use that technique now. But is it really worth it?' 



Solar Mist began to hesitate about his decision. Who could blame him? The technique he was planning 

on using was going to drain every drop of energy he had. He would be left n.a.k.e.d in the open to 

anyone's aggression. 

He felt that Spirit Visage wouldn't hesitate for even a second to kill him after he finished slaying Felix. 

Ultimately, their alliance contract would be nullified the moment Felix dies. This meant, his death would 

follow immediately after Felix. 

Solar Mist might be furious and humiliated by Felix's way of insulting his dear wife. Still, it didn't mean 

he would sacrifice his life to regain his face and her honor back. 

"Queen please deliver this mind message and contract to Spirit Visage.' Solar Mist stopped his throwing 

his useless crows and focused on dealing with the aftermath of using his 2nd technique. 

He might not want to bet his life on this chase. But still, if the solution that he was going to propose to 

Spirit Visage works, he wouldn't mind continuing the hunt. 

'Mr. Spirit, I believe I have a way to make sure that Landlord either dies or gets heavily wounded. 

However, I need you to sign this protection contract. It entails that you must ensure my safety at all 

costs, whether Landlord dies or not. I believe that Pure Muscle is still chasing after us. He wouldn't 

hesitate to kill me if he saw me in a weak state without the alliance contract protection. You have three 

seconds to give me your approval. If you said no, I will give up on this chase.' 

The Queen delivered the message word by word straight into the mind of Spirit Visage. In addition, she 

showed him the contract while saying the message. Everything was neat and efficient. 

Spirit Visage didn't read the contract since the massage itself was the contract, the only addition was 

that in case he failed to protect Solar Mist from dying, his consciousness would be destroyed by the 

Queen. 

Without further ado, he gave a faint smile in direction of Solar Mist and signed the contract. He wasn't 

dumb or anything to not realize that Solar Mist was actually afraid of him acting up and not that 

buffoon. Regardless, he still signed it. 

He was too committed in this chase to give up so easily. 

'The contract has been signed successfully Sir, Luke.' The Queen Informed Solar Mist. 

A bit excited, Solar Mist gave his thanks to the Queen while eying Felix's scorched back, like an eagle 

eying a rabbit. 

'I dare you to not fall after eating this.' He grinned and snapped both of his fingers. 

Suddenly his body was engulfed in orange flames. Then, Crows kept being formed constantly from every 

part of his body. Yet, instead of flying towards Felix like before, they kept flying around Solar Mist, 

waiting for his orders. 

The spectators stood up from their seats with expectations written all over their faces. They felt that 

Solar Mist's upcoming attack was going to seal the deal, and finally get rid of that jerk. 



Meanwhile, Felix's fans folded their hands while muttering prayers and wishes. Anything that could get 

Felix out of his dire situation was used. 

"Ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty, forty...Fifty!" Zoe kept counting the number of crows that were being added 

around Solar Mist. They didn't stop adding until the total count reached whopping Fifty crows! 

If Solar Mist wasn't a peak stage 1 bloodliner, his energy would have never managed to sustain such a 

large amount, despite the fact his tank wasn't even 30% full. 

One should never forget that bloodliners receive a small enhancement to their energy tank each time 

they integrated 15%, and a large enhancement each time they replaced a bloodline. This meant Solar 

Mist's energy tank was two times or so bigger than Felix's! 

'Oii Felix, it seems like the prick is preparing a quite big attack.' Asna said. 

'No shit! I can see it as well.' Felix snapped at her with a grim voice. He turned his head back and focused 

on the path ahead of him. 

He didn't know what Solar Mist was preparing for him, but seeing that amount of crows all at once, only 

meant that he was in deep shit. 

'You don't have to yell at me!' she coiled a stalk of hair in her finger and suddenly murmured, 'I was just 

going to ask if you need my help.' 

"Huh!?" Startled by her unexpected offer, Felix almost tripped himself on the ground. Not in a lifetime 

would he have expected Asna to actually offer assistance by herself! 

This was Asna! God damn Asna, who said nope each time he asked her for help or an opinion. Asna, who 

only agrees to his wishes if he offered her something in return. She was the perfect specimen of a lazy 

individual who seeks only her interest. 

Yet, she actually offered her help in such a critical moment. He didn't know if he should feel glad or mad 

at her staying silent till this point in time. 

'Be quick! What can you do?!' Felix didn't have time to feel neither. A single glance at Solar Mist showed 

him that the crows were fusing together above his head, shaping up into a huge sphere. 

Crow after crow kept dashing inside the sphere, making it even bigger and bigger. 

'I can infuse the pure energy I had been saving into your real body. However, Instead of using it to 

enhance your affinity, you can use it to activate your abilities.' She informed him with her chin raised 

and a smug smile on her face. 

If he saw the way she looked, he would honestly bash her face with his elbow, uncaring about her 

beauty anymore. Here he was struggling to survive, yet she was enjoying flaunting her ability. 

'Do it fast!! He is about to attack!!' 

Felix wasn't kidding around, as Solar Mist's crows finally finished fusing together, creating a humongous 

fire sphere that resembled a real sun with its orange tongues and waves being released above his head! 



Felix was honestly beyond terrified by the sun. He knew if that landed on him, there was no way that he 

would remain the same after. 

A few missing limbs and scorned black skin were guaranteed outcomes. That was only due to his strong 

physical defenses. If he didn't have super strength passive, dying wasn't a farfetched reality. 

"Mr. Landlord, this sun is a gift from my wife." Solar Mist gave a frigid smile and said, "Next time, know 

how to respect other's spouses." 

Whoosh! 

"SUPERNOVA TECHNIQUE! TURN HIM INTO ASH!" He shouted out loud, as he hurled the sun in Felix's 

direction. 

It was so massive, that Felix's eyes were almost blinded when he lifted his head and saw it descending 

from above. 

'ASNAAA!!!!' He screamed in his mind while bolting with cold sweat on his red scorched back. He was 

trying his best to leave as much distance as possible from it. 

If the distance between him and Solar Mist was as close as before, he would have been struck by now. 

Fortunately for him, The distance widened by at least 40 meters or so after Solar Mist removed his 

carpet surfing Technique in order to add more crows into the sun. His energy wasn't enough to sustain 

both of them active at once. 

'Stop whining! I already transferred the energy to your real body.' She said in annoyance. 

'Why can't I feel anythi...' 

Felix wasn't able to finish his sentence, as a sudden bright scorching light assaulted his eyes. He was 

looking ahead of him the entire time, yet the light of the explosion still managed to reach his eyes.Find 
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Was I engulfed by the sun? He thought to himself. 

BOOOOOOOOOOM!! 

A split second after, the sound of the explosion reached his already bloodied ears. 

His eyes were blinded, his ears were deafened, his skin was burnt, his face was ruined. Even the hellish 

pain he was expecting didn't reach him. All of his senses were completely destroyed. 

He felt absolutely nothing. 

'Why can't I feel anything?' he asked in total darkness. 

Same question, yet different meaning... 

Chapter 156 - The Sun Explosion That Made The Stadium a Silent Graveyard. 



A sudden terrifying silence descended in the stadium. Neither Zoe nor the spectators spoke. Even the 

stream viewers who were either in their homes, watching from TV, or outside watching from their AP 

bracelet, went super quiet. 

They were just staring with stunned expressions at what remained of Felix's body 120 meters away from 

the explosion area. 

Indeed, the remainings of his blackened body... 

He was left with only one leg that was on the verge of detaching itself like his other limbs. 

Arms were gone, a leg was gone, his clothes and skin were utterly burnt off, leaving him lying silently 

near a wall akin to a piece of black charcoal. 

Even when his facial visage was burnt off, the darkness remained covering his upper facial half. Not that 

it mattered at this moment. 

No one spoke or even took a breath in since the moment of the explosion. Their minds kept playing 

exactly what they saw. 

The sun exploding two-meter or so behind Felix. The bright light of the explosion that followed after, 

blocked them from seeing exactly what happened at that point. 

However, they managed to spot Felix's torn scorched arms, leg, and what remained from him, hurled in 

the air each in a different direction. That sight was enough to let them know that it wasn't pretty. 

"What just happened? Please someone tell me what just happened..." A member of Felix's club kept 

mumbling to himself with an absent-minded expression. 

Unfortunately, no one responded or entertained his question. 

Till this point, they still didn't dare to believe that Felix, the player who dominated this game 

singlehandedly by his overwhelming achievements, died eventually. 

The majority of the spectators wanted him dead badly. God knows how many times they wished for it to 

happen due to his jerk personality. But now, seeing his body in such a messed up shape, feelings of 

regret and discomfort started to arise within their hearts. 

They realized that he might have been too nonchalant to their wishes, but he still fought and risked his 

life solo in every damn battle he went through! 

He neither joined partnersh.i.p.s nor alliances! He was merciless, brutal, brave, and always going solo. 

When they compared him to the rest of the players, like Solar Mist, Pure Muscle, and even Spirit Visage, 

a sudden realization hit them. He never chickened out from a beast he met as they did! Whether he was 

against an epic or a legendary beast. 

A newbie on his 2nd game was more daring than hardcore players, who played at least 10 games or 

more. 



That realization made them understand that Felix's death was a tragedy. A tragedy that shouldn't have 

happened. Daring players like him were few and between. They knew that his future games were going 

to be as spectacular as this one. 

Unfortunately, the sight of his motionless corpse brought them to reality. 

He was a goner. 

No one was hit the hardest by the sight than Markus, Felix's true number one fan. His hands which never 

stopped typing since the moment he entered the stadium, finally froze on the hologram. He simply kept 

staring at Felix's corpse with a blank look on his face. 

As for leader Emma? Her eyes were still closed shut. She didn't see what happened, but she heard the 

explosion loud and clear. The following creepy silence, like she was at a funeral was enough to tell her 

that her worst wish came true. 

A tear was rolling down her cheek, reaching her chin. She cried not because of Felix's death only, but 

due to the image of her club shutting down immediately after this game. 

Two months of effort went down the drain. 

... 

Near the area of the explosion, the atmosphere was completely different. It was joyful and bright. 

"Hahaha..cough...Haha..cough." Overjoyed and exhausted, Solar Mist kept laughing and coughing at the 

same time with his body spread on the floor. 

He was lying on his stomach with his chin lifted and sleazy delighted eyes. He felt like he was on top of 

the world at the sight of Felix's blackened corpse. He wasn't able to see it clearly due to the distance and 

tiredness, but a scorched arm near the wall to his right, let him understand Felix's fate. 

He used everything he had on his final attack, and it was god damn worth it. Although he was weaker 

than a thin branch at the moment, he still felt glad that he regained his face and his wife's honor. 

He didn't care anymore about winning the bet or the game. The instant Felix insulted his wife for the 

2nd time, this battle was personal. 

Suddenly, his eyes were closing in by themselves. He knew that he couldn't resist the tiredness of his 

body anymore. However, before fainting for good, he still had an unfinished business. 

'Mr. Serackl, Solar Mist told you to keep your promise and ensure his safety.' Spirit Visage, who was 

checking Felix's corpse up close, abruptly received a message from the Queen. 

Indifferent as always, he lifted his head and gazed at Solar Mist, who was trying his best to hold for a 

few seconds until he received a positive response. 

'Tell him that he will be alri...Hmmm??!' 

Whoosh! 



Before Spirit Visage could even finish, his vision was totally blacked out. He couldn't see even his hands. 

Yet, he felt nothing since he was still in his ethereal form. 

He rose in the air until his vision got restored. He looked down and saw a pitch-black sphere revolving 

around Felix's corpse! 

The sphere quite resembled the white aura he saw before. But, he noticed a small difference. 

This sphere was revolving continuously around the center like a storm! Add some lightning and a living 

thunderstorm would be born!! 

He knew that something wasn't right. 

"What's going on?!" Startled, Zoe pointed her finger at the black sphere and asked, "Was that ability by 

Spirit Visage? Is he planning on completely obliterating Landlord's corpse?" 

"Boooo!!" 

"Leave him you sick f*ck!" 

"What a heartless monster! They truly weren't lying when they said he was an emotionless piece of 

block." 

The spectators didn't know what was happening as well, but the comment by Zoe was enough to send 

them into an angry tirade. They couldn't accept the fact that Felix's corpse was also not getting a break. 

Wasn't ganging up on him enough to satisfy him?! Now he was even planning to bully a corpse instead 

of going after Princess Bird or do what the hell he had in mind to win the bet! 

Why?! They questioned in the minds. 

They understood that killing Felix was a personal matter for Solar Mist. But for Spirit Visage? Their 

memories failed to show them the reason for his hate. If he could even feel such an emotion. 

"Wait a second, it seems like he also had no idea what was going on." 

Zoe interrupted their booing by enlarging the camera on Spirit Visage's face, which was showing his 

eyebrows slightly frowned while looking at the dark sphere. 

The spectators paused their rant gradually, as they noticed as well that his expression was entailing his 

unawareness of the situation. However, accepting that he had nothing to do with the dark sphere, made 

it even harder for them to fathom what was going on. 

A sudden mind-blowing thought took root in their minds and refused to leave. A thought that was 

beyond impossible and on the border of fantasy. 

Was Landlord still alive?!! 

They switched their vision from Spirit Vision to the dark sphere, which didn't stop revolving around its 

self for even a split second. 

Those with omnipotent vision didn't wait until Zoe exposed what was hidden inside the sphere on the 

large screen. They decided to explore for themselves what was truly going on. 



"Oh my god! Are my eyes playing tricks on me?!" 

"Landlord is..is..is...not DEAAAAD!!!" 

That sudden shocked female scream was like a fuse that lights up a tent packed with 100KG TNT. As 

each spectator, who used their omnipotent vision, exploded with shouts and screams at the top of their 

voices. 

"HE IS ALIVE!!" 

..... 

At the moment of the explosion... 

"Why can't I feel anything?" Felix asked in total darkness surrendering him. He felt like he was merely a 

thought floating in a void-like space. 

"Get a grip you retard!! Your consciousness is on the verge of collapse!" Asna shouted while hiding 

under the bed with her hands above her head like a scared kitten. 

She was more annoyed than scared about the earthquake that suddenly assaulted her mansion after 

Felix was hit by that supernova technique.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, 

Please click #._49450384162347970 for visiting. 

"I swear if my mansion was destroyed, I will make your life hell for the next month. No sleep! No s.e.x 

with Nora! And most importantly! I will whine 24/7!" She threw every threat she could think of with a 

worried look. 

No one knows if she was actually worried about Felix's unresponsive reaction or about her mansion 

falling apart. 

'F*cking hell, can't you wake me up without insults and threats!' Felix's sudden irked roar resonated 

around the consciousness lake. 

'If you think I will weep for you or promise you an unforgettable night, you really must check if your 

brain was damaged.' She scoffed while crawling from underneath the bed. 

She didn't want him to see the human-like reaction she picked from the dramas she watched. Heck, any 

vibration in a drama makes the female lead hid underneath something. This led her to subconsciously 

forget herself and imitate what she saw. 

"Tsk, your brain is the one that needs medical attention. hehe, to actually get scared from an 

earthquake." He sarcastically asked, "Are you really part of the superior races?" 

"F*ck off!!' Immediately after she stood up, she pointed both her middle fingers in the air. 

She couldn't believe that she actually felt a bit worried about this hateful tumor that was living with her. 

Nothing nice comes out of his mouth, like ever. 

'Haha, your pissed off look is always pleasing to look at.' Before she even responded to his iffy 

complement, she heard him ask, 'How much energy did you give me exactly?' 



"All of it." She humped in displeasure. She was probably regretting her decision of giving it all. 

"Oh? Does that mean my energy tank is full again?" Surprised and elated, He asked her. 

"Full?" 

She tucked a strand behind her ear in a lax manner, uncaring anymore about the collapsing mansion 

around her. She just gave a c.o.c.ky smile and informed him, "Your tank is filled with the purest 

elemental energy in the universe. This energy is at least 5 times more potent than what you were filling 

your tank with before." 

"So yes, it is 100%." She stared at the collapsing ceiling of the mansion with a smirk and said, "But in 

reality, you actually have 500% all at once!" 

Chapter 157 - The 4th Passive Ability! 

"Hahaha! Asna I gotta say, suddenly you seem more beautiful and charming.' Felix's elated laugh 

resounded in her ear. Yet, she totally ignored his delight and focused on what he said. 

"You ungrateful prick, I'm always beautiful. You hear me! Always!" She yelled. 

Sadly for her, Felix stopped responding the moment he received the answer he wanted to hear. He 

didn't want to use the 4th passive without knowing how much energy he had, since this ability depends 

indirectly on the amount. 

Now that he received a more than positive response, he immediately started treating himself. His 

consciousness was truly on the verge of collapse, and he must bring his body to shape again if he 

wanted to stop the collapse from getting any worse. 

'Corruption Aura activate!' 

The moment he gave the order, the sudden pitch-black sphere that made everyone wonder about its 

origin, was forced out of his burnt skin, spreading and engulfing anything in its path, even Spirit Visage. 

'Poison Revitalization!' 

Felix soon followed with another order, activating this time the 4th passive he unlocked! This ability 

allowed him to revitalize his body based on the potency of the poison he absorbed. The higher the 

potency the faster and remarkable the healing would be.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, 
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He never planned on using this passive in this game for two reasons. One he was confident that not a 

single player could harm him that bad to make him use it. (AN: Good job, gotta love a c.o.c.ky MC get 

put in his place.) 

Two, he already showed three passives to the public! 

Super strength, Poison Immunity, and finally ultra infrared vision. Him using four passives would raise 

some red flags in everyone's heads. However, Felix wasn't bothered about it anymore, as he had in mind 

a way to bypass their suspicion. For now, his only focus was to treat his body back in form. 



The pitch-black sphere started to rush inside Felix's body in a rotating manner. Felix kept releasing his 

aura at the same time that his body was absorbing the released poison. This made the sphere to keep 

revolving constantly. 

'Ah, I am feeling again! I am feeling agai. AHH, SHIT!! I AM FEELING AGAIN!'?He screamed in his mind, 

feeling waves of pain assaulting every inch of his body. 

The slight itch he felt at the start transferred into full-blown torture. He totally forgot, or probably didn't 

know that the reason he didn't feel pain during the explosion was that his nerve endings were 

thoroughly burnt off! 

He already surpassed the third-degree burn and reached the Fourth-degree. After all, all layers of his 

skin, as well as his bones, muscles, and tendons were all affected. 

But now that his body was in the process of revitalizing, those nerve endings began to heal up earlier 

than his torn limbs and burnt flesh. 

The black mist kept entering his body and leaving yet again. Each time it happened, his black skin 

cracked, leaving long fissures on his body. Those fissures kept on growing longer and wider, spreading 

and connecting with each other until they no longer could. 

Crash, Crash! 

Suddenly, pieces of the hardened black skin started to fall off one by one, exposing a smooth 

unblemished pale skin underneath. Felix's face and chest were the first to be unveiled. 

His face was still in the process of reconstruction. On the other hand, his chest only had a few red 

scorched spots on it, that were also getting removed rapidly. 

Throughout all of this, Felix's shrieks and Asna's long lost sadistic laughs never stopped resounding for 

even a second. 

Only now did Felix realize how f*cked up Wally truly was to actually voluntarily expose himself to getting 

burnt like this for over two hours or so. If before, he respected him, now his respect was increased 

tenfolds. 

'Argh!! Not the limbs!!' 

'Yes! The limbs!!' 

'Nooo!!' 

'Yess!!' 

'Argh! Shut up!!' 

'Noo!' 

Asna kept making fun of him while laughing without a single ounce of sympathy. His screams were like 

melodies in her ears. Especially after all of his limbs started the revitalization process at the same time. 

His shrieks couldn't get any better. 



The leg that was still attached was the easiest to recover, while the other three started to regrow again 

from the bud. Dirty blood was expelled from the wounds before getting replaced with a new one. 

The regrowing process gave him an agony far surpassing what he experienced during his integration 

phases. 

Thankfully, it didn't take long before all of his limbs were back in shape again. After so, the black mist 

absorption speed slowed down gradually as the revitalizing process was almost over. The only bits left 

were scorched marks that were being rapidly treated as well. 

'Tsk that wasn't long at all.' 

Displeased by how fast it all went, Asna clicked her tongue and lay on the bed again, getting into her 

favorite comfortable position. The consciousness stopped collapsing the moment Felix began treating 

himself up by using that passive. 

The revitalizing process didn't take even ten seconds before Felix's body was back to peak form again 

like he was never attacked during the entire game! 

It was this fast and effective only because Felix used one of his strongest merged inducement he created 

before, instead of using just one inducement. 

He called it Corruption Inducement, as it was created by a fusion of 20 inducements all at once. swelling, 

headache, paralysis, decay, stiffness, motion sickness, rotting, molding, corrosion, and many more. Felix 

even threw in rotting and molding inducements that affected plant-based living beings and merged it 

with the rest to enhance the corruption. 

This combination gave birth to inducement that could affect the bloodliner mentality, physical 

movement, to finally finish it off with enhanced corrosion, that could turn anyone into decayed black 

particles in a mere second by touch or whiff! 

There was absolutely no counter to this inducement. The moment one was exposed to it, he would 

certainly meet his doom! 

Felix wasn't able to use this combination or any combination he created in the training center due to his 

unreliable energy. 

He could only keep it active for only 6 seconds before he ran out of gas. Thus, he could only sign in 

disappointment and continue using one inducement by one. 

The primogenitor bloodline was strong alright, but he must be strong as well to be worthy of using to its 

full potential. His energy was always his first block. 

However, now that Asna provided him with energy that was 5 times more potent than he ever had, it 

wasn't a problem anymore to use it! 

At this point, he was rearing to wield it on anyone or anything before his energy gives in again. 

His closed tight eyes started to unseal themself gently. His eyelashes kept quivering, as his eyelids 

opened up, exposing his violet irises and thin slits. 



The darkness mask hid them from the eyes of the spectators, who just used their omnipotent vision and 

saw him laying nude on the floor with fingers flinching from time to time. 

They didn't see his revitalizing process as it finished immediately after they snapped from their shock 

before. However, his clean-looking skin that had not a single scorched mark, was enough to let them 

understand that Felix was anything but dead. How did he do it? They could only wait for the replay to 

find out. 

As for now? 

They just kept staring at him with bulging eyes, trying his best to stand up, not caring one bit about his 

exposed ass and censored genitals. They also weren't even paying attention to such an unsavory image, 

as their eyes were frozen on his face that had a slight smirk, as he gazed above his head. 

They lifted their eyes and saw that he was gazing at Spirit Visage. 

"Landlord is..is..is...not DEAAAAD!!!" 

Their engrossment was broken by a sudden shocked female scream. Then? 

"HE IS ALIVE!!"..."LANDLORD IS STANDING ON HIS FEET!" 

Their shouts resounded in the stadium, making everyone who heard them question their mentality. 

However, after Zoe removed the pitch-black sphere that was hiding Felix, everyone was shocked silly by 

him standing fully nude while gazing at Spirit Visage. 

"Landlord has risen from the dead without a single wound on his body!! How did he do it?!!" 

Thrilled and beyond excited, Zoe kept on yelling with her mouth so close to the mic, her lips were 

touching it. Yet, she wasn't even bothered, as the only thing that was in her focal point was Felix and 

only Felix. 

Electrified by Zoe's voice, Leader Emma and Markus opened up their disbelieving eyes. They didn't dare 

to believe it. But, the sight of him stretching his joints like he just woke up from a 24h sleep was too real. 

He is back! They thought to themselves. 

Markus immediately pressed on his AP bracelet and projected his note hologram again. He carried on 

typing from where he left with never seen fervor. He was not wasting doc.u.menting this glorious 

moment. 

Leader Emma made her move as well by sending messages in her club chatroom, ordering everyone in 

the stadium to make as much noise as possible. 

Their club, her club was not dead yet! Not now and not in the near future! 

Chapter 158 - Trapped Inside Three illusion Domains! 

'Stop flaunting your pale ass you retard. Wear something for god sake.' Asna covered her eyes with her 

hand, feeling burnt out by his antics. 



'Oh, crap!' Felix quickly snapped his finger, covering himself with the same outfit he had on before. 

Oversized black hoodie, sweat pants, and white sneakers. 

The moment he opened his eyes, the first thing he saw was Spirit Visage above his head, looking at him 

with the same expressionless face he always had. 

This made him absent-minded for a bit, as he was thinking about ways to deal with Spirit Visage's 

ethereal form in order to rip that indifferent expression from his face. 

Immediately after clothing himself, Felix withdrew his aura back, as it wasn't useful at this moment. He 

put one hand in his pocket while waving the other at Spirit Visage. 

"Do you have anything else in your sleeves?" He asked, smiling. 

"I admit that whatever you used was totally unexpected." Spirit Visage smiled faintly and added, 

"However, now tha.." 

"I simply activated my ultimate ability." Felix interrupted him in a nonchalant manner. He was clearly 

taking advantage of his question to explain what he used in order to avoid any unnecessary questions 

later on. 

He planned on making his revitalization passive appear as his unused ultimate ability. This would 

balance things out. Three passives and three active abilities. As for the abilities he unlocks in the future? 

He had plans for them as well. 

"No wonder Landlord didn't use his ultimate ability even when he almost died!" Zoe hit the commentary 

table with her palm and exclaimed out loud, "It was a type of rejuvenation ability! But stronger and 

instantaneous! To actually help him recover from a near state death to peak form again in ten seconds, 

there is no doubt that this ability is an ultimate one!" 

"Your bloodline is truly worthy of a legendary rank Mr. Landlord." Spirit Visage complimented him with a 

polite smile. It seemed like he wasn't annoyed at being interrupted mid-sentence. 

"I know." Felix cracked his knuckles while walking step by step back to the blast zone, where Solar Mist 

was lying unconscious. 

"Leave my sight at this instant if you still value your life." He said with his back facing Spirit Visage. 

He honestly wanted to kill Spirit Visage as well, but he knew that as long as he was in that form, there 

was nothing he could do about it. 

He needed to find his real body and strike it if he wanted him dead. But how was he supposed to track 

him down? Especially now that only a couple of minutes were left before the game ends. 

"I am afraid that I can't do that." Spirit Visage shook his head and flew rapidly towards Solar Mist's body. 

He couldn't leave even if he wanted, as the moment he signed the contract, his life was bound to Solar 

Mist's safety. If he failed to fulfill the conditions of the contract, the Queen would take his life. 

It was obvious that Felix was planning on killing Solar Mist. There was no way in hell, he would let him go 

after almost getting killed by him. 



"I see." Felix gave him a side-glance and continued walking. "Then wait for a bit. I have an unpaid debt 

with Solar Mist to finish." 

"I apologize but I can't allow you to touch Solar Mist either." Spirit Visage pointed his finger at Felix and 

said, "If you managed to kill him inside my three domains, then all I have to say is well played." 

Felix neither understood what he meant nor his reason for protecting Solar Mist. He knew that none of 

them were really that close to protect each other like this. 

This made him believe that the unfamous protection contract was definitely signed between them. After 

all, even the kindest player in the individual games would not use his energy to protect a useless player. 

Solar Mist, who had absolutely no energy left was beyond useless. His value in the alliance was already 

null. 

"Hehe, I had no idea how to kill you before due to your annoying ability." Felix started laughing out loud 

while creating two pitch-black bombs in his hands. 

"But now, you just made it possible. Thank you and goodbye!" He immediately threw them towards 

Solar Mist with uncanny accuracy. His training in the center always had an accuracy exercise. 

Poof! Poof! 

One bomb landed on Solar Mist's body while the other landed two meters near him. Felix smiled in 

satisfaction at the sight of Solar Mist's body turning black within an instant then breaking into small 

particles resembling ash. 

One-touch, one second, that's all it took to turn Solar Mist into a pile of black dust. His Supernova might 

be a strong technique and more flamboyant than Felix's bombs. But, when it comes to results? Felix's 

bloodline never failed to deliver. 

'Hm? Wasn't that a bit too easy?' Felix's satisfaction didn't last for long, as his guts started tingling that 

everything was going too smoothly. 

Spirit Visage said that he laid three domains, but his bombs still took Solar Mist's life. Unless...Felix 

quickly sprinted towards the blast area, planning to check on Solar Mist's up close. Yet, no matter how 

much he ran, the distance remained fixed!! 

"I told you didn't I?" 

Felix immediately jumped to the left after hearing a whisper near his ear. However, the whispering 

didn't stop. "The moment I saw the black sphere surrounding you, I laid out my domains. The only 

reason I didn't act before was to see how was your condition." 

Felix activated his black aura around him, hoping to get rid of his annoying voice. Too bad, it just kept 

coming and coming. "I see that you somehow got your energy back. Your ultimate ability truly makes 

one envious." 

"Unfortunately, no matter if you got it back or not. The moment my three domains overlapped, you are 

pretty much doomed." 



Felix didn't sound his response, as his eyes were roaming around, trying to see if there was anything 

different. Unfortunately, he saw nothing out of the ordinary. The walls were still gleaming with a 

metallic l.u.s.ter. The floor was as hard as always, and most importantly, the blue barrier in the sky that 

blocked the players from flying above the maze was still there. 

There was absolutely not a single hint that Felix was inside an illusion domain. Don't even mention three 

of them. 

'Asna what do you see?' He stopped bothering relying on his eyes and asked Asna, who he knew was 

100% unaffected by any illusion. 

'A lot of things are happening.' She played with her nails while retelling everything that happened and 

was happening, 'While you were running in circles like a moron, the creep already woke up the prick and 

told him to leave.' She suddenly exclaimed, 'Oh the guerrilla, and that random player has just arrived. 

Haha! The prick path was blocked by the guerrilla. He is not letting him escape.' 

'I see, am I in any danger?' He asked, totally understanding who she was referring to each player. 

'So far no.' She shook her head and said, 'The creep is conversing with the guerrilla. He is telling him that 

the alliance contract is still active and he can't touch a single finger of the prick.' 

'Hehe, so they are thoroughly ignoring my existence right?' He smiled warmly, yet his eyebrows kept 

twitching. 

It was clear that he didn't like the treatment he was receiving. Did they think just because he didn't 

attack them for even once, he could be underestimated like this? 

He didn't know if Spirit Visage was that confident in his three illusions that he actually focused on other 

things instead of attacking him. 

But he knows one thing. 

Those f*ckers were going to pay! All of them! For chasing him, almost getting him killed, and even 

ignoring him. 

He was going to show them the real Felix, who slew the Iron Titan, The Terror Serpent, and finally the 

Trypo Mother Spider! The real Felix whose name resounded three times in the maze's sky! 

If they thought that he was the same as before when he lacked energy, then they would pay with their 

LIVES! 

'Asna, please help me approach them as fast as possible without making it obvious.' He requested. 

'Okay! The current distance between you and them is about 130 meters or such. Turn left and walk 

forward.' 

Felix did exactly as she told him while rolling a few times on the floor, and throwing bombs randomly. 

He kept doing so over and over again, uncaring about how others would perceive him. 



Obviously, he appeared like a retard in the eyes of the spectators and his enemies, but still, their 

mocking expressions were proof that his tactic was working like a charm.Find authorized novels in , 

faster updates, better experience, Please click #!_49519550567335369 for visiting. 

'Uhm? Do I keep walking Asna?' Felix suddenly paused as he saw that a wall was blocking his path. 

'Yep, ignore everything you see and carry on walking.' She urged him, 'Increase your speed, it seems that 

the creep finished dealing with the guerrilla.' 

'Alright.' Felix nodded his head and suddenly jumped forward with his eyes wide open, blindly trusting 

Asna's words that the wall before him was fake. 

Whoosh! 

The sound of the wind resounded in Felix's ears, as his body dove right through the wall unhindered! 

He immediately understood that the illusion was messing up with all of his perceptions, letting him see, 

hear, and even smell things that didn't exist or did exist but was hidden behind the illusion domains. 

Spirit Visage wasn't bullshiting him. He was truly under an upgraded illusion domain way stronger than 

the one used on him before. 

Unfortunately for Spirit Visage, it didn't matter what he used, in front of Asna's all-seeing eyes, his 

illusions appeared even worse than party tricks. 

"Hey guys? Doesn't seem like Landlord is approaching us?" 

A bit creeped out, Bloodish Eyes pointed at Felix, who was rolling 5 steps forward then walking two 

steps back while throwing one bomb randomly. 

Chapter 159 - Killing Everyone! (2 in 1) 

Bloodish Eyes was quite scared to interrupt their argument, but for a while now, he was watching Felix 

advance towards them bit by bit. 

At the start, it wasn't obvious since Felix was far away from them, but as he got closer and closer, he 

started to realize that before long, Felix would truly be up to their noses! 

He was absolutely terrified of the mere idea of getting close to that monster. He was more scared of him 

than his allies. 

Exhausted and distraught, Solar Mist opened up his hazy eyes slowly and tried to focus on the 

approaching Felix. However, his eyes were only feeding him blurry images. He was exhausted to the 

point he was leaning on the wall as a support to fall over. Forget about seeing, he was having difficulty 

keeping his eyes open. 

No matter how many times he tried to see Felix, he failed. He was told by Spirit Visage that Felix 

survived his strongest technique and even recovered to his peak form again. He didn't dare to believe 

him and till now, he still was on the fence. 

He wanted to see with his own eyes if he was lied to or not. However, his exhaustion robbed him of such 

a basic wish. 



Felix didn't want to use the remaining 5% energy no matter what, just to no fall into this vulnerable 

state as he was. Falling in it was the same as a death sentence in the individual games. 

Tired from trying, Solar Mist closed his eyes again after continuing to see the same blurriness. He 

decided to focus on listening to the chatter of Spirit Visage and Pure Muscle. 

"What's going on here? Didn't you tell us that your domains overlap technique was impossible to 

break?" 

After paying close attention, Pure Muscle also noticed the abnormal way Felix kept moving. He activated 

his dermal armor, preparing for a fight. He didn't even wait for Spirit Visage's response before doing so. 

"No one can escape my technique. Unless they were an illusion element users." Spirit Visage gave a side 

glance to Pure Muscle and ensured him, "I am certain that Mr. Landlord isn't one." 

"So what's your explanation on his movement?" Pure Muscle asked in utter contempt. He knew that 

Spirit Visage wasn't going to answer him since it was clear that he was biased toward his own technique. 

Even if Felix walked towards them, he would still question what he was seeing before believing it. This 

was what blind confidence seemed like. Pure Muscle certainly wasn't going to entertain his 

overconfidence in his technique. Not again! 

He trusted in his words before they met Felix. He told them that he would lay an illusion domain first 

that would block Felix from seeing them. However, that turned out to be complete bullshit. Felix stared 

right through their eyes and even named them each. 

Wasn't that enough proof that either Felix had ways to counter Spirit Visage's illusions or in a more 

heartless manner, they weren't even affecting him in the first place? 

Pure Muscle was able to see this as clear as daylight. Not just him but probably even the spectators 

knew so as well. The only one who wasn't seeing this, or probably didn't want to, was Spirit Visage 

himself. 

Who could blame him though? 

If he dared entertained the idea for even a second, it would mean that his abilities were totally useless 

against Felix. In other words, his entire presence was useless! 

At this moment when his life was tied to protecting Solar Mist, that was the last thing he wanted to 

think about. 

So, he looked at Felix, who was about to reach the 50 meters marks, and called out loud, "illusion 

Prison!" 

He was going to show them all that his illusion domain wasn't broken now nor ever! 

Abruptly, the invisible domain that was surrounding Felix began to shrink and shrink continuously until it 

was left with barely 10 meters radius from the previous 30 meters. 



Then, out of nowhere, Invisible colorless swords, spears, arrows, and all kinds of weapons were created 

on the walls of the domain. Those weapons were pointing with their sharp tips at Felix, who never 

stopped rolling around akin to a monkey. 

Pure Muscle and Bloodish Eyes were not able to see this attack. However, the same couldn't be said for 

the spectators, as Zoe made sure to spotlight this invisible technique, making it appear in plain sight for 

everyone. 

"Strike!!" Indifference, Spirit Visage brought down his hand from above akin to a general commanding 

his soldiers to fire. 

Whoosh, Phew, Cluck...! 

The sound of weapons splitting the air itself, and clashing against each other echoed in everyone's ears, 

except the target himself, Felix! 

He kept on rolling forward unbeknownst to him that an array of invisible weapons approaching him 

rapidly! 

Just as Spirit Visage was going to give his trademark mild smile to Pure Muscle for doubting his words, 

he saw a bewildering sight. 

A sight that shook his core and made him question his eyes. It wasn't just him but all the spectators who 

saw it felt their blood boil in fervor and excitement. 

Felix swerving and evading those weapons right and left with a blazing speed and reflexes inside his 

pitch-black aura, that he activated the moment those weapons were launched! 

Even when he wasn't able to dodge a weapon entirely, he made sure that his none vital parts were the 

ones being hit. 

Bloodied wounds and scratches started to build upon his body, yet he didn't slow down for even a split 

second. He merely kept focusing on dodging while simultaneously advancing forward step by step, 

trying to exit the domain! 

"Almost there!"..."Keep moving!" 

The spectators kept hallowing their cheers at the sight of him treading under the neverending salvo of 

weapons. The confident smile that was always on his face, made them feel like he could do anything. 

If only they knew that Felix was currently having his eyes closed shut while listening to Asna's voice 

guiding him through the salvo, their cheers would have made the stadium collapsed on itself!!! 

That's right! Felix was dodging purely by relying on his reflexes that he honed in his previous life, and on 

Asna's calm voice. 

He knew that she wouldn't mess up and make him get struck in the face by an arrow or a spear. But, it 

was totally on him to respond immediately to her warnings and directions. 

Of course, If those weapons weren't being released periodically instead of all at once, he wouldn't have 

been able to dodge them in the slightest even with her warnings. 



Plus, his revitalization passive was healing his wounds automatically within an instant by absorbing the 

corruption aura. If it wasn't for it, he would have fallen by now. 

"Impossible, just impossible!" Spirit Visage finally started to show a hint of emotions in his eyes. His 

belief that his illusion domain was unbreakable was shattered the instant Felix started dodging. He knew 

that only himself was able to see his ultimate ability, illusion prison taking effect! 

It was the one and only offensive ability he had in his pocket, and it never failed to deliver before. Every 

time he activated it on his previous targets, they ended up in a bloody mess. Yet now, it was countered 

by mere eyesight and reflexes. 

One could only wonder what his reaction would be if he knew that Felix wasn't relying at all on his 

eyesight at all! 

"I guess it's my turn." 

Although Pure Muscle neither was able to see the active Illusion Prison nor Felix due to his active black 

aura, he knew that the situation wasn't pretty from Spirit Visage's frozen expression. 

In his eyes, For that creep whose expression always remained indifferent to appear as such, it only 

meant that it was on him to carry this battle forward. 

"Exploding Boulder!" He shouted while spreading his arms to the limit. 

Out of nowhere, the empty area between his arms started to show pieces of grey particles gathering in a 

swirling manner. The amount and the size of the pieces kept increasing larger and larger, building a 

rough spherical rock. 

It was small at the start, having the same size as a soccer ball. However, the pieces of rocks kept 

attaching continuously to it until Pure Muscle's spread hands were able to grip it from both sides. 

BAM! 

He lifted it and put it on his shoulder. The sound of his dermal armor colliding with it sent cold shivers in 

Bloodish Eyes' back. 

The sheer power needed to carry such a behemoth boulder was beyond him. He quickly moved to the 

side, giving Pure Muscle the space needed to make his move. 

Pure Muscle took deep a breath while his fingers were dug deeply into the boulder, akin to having his 

fingers inside a bowling ball. 

"Dodge this!" He sprinted forward to build momentum and yelled as he hurled the boulder in the air, 

"Diieee!!" 

WHOOSH! 

The boulder flew swiftly in direction of Felix, who just exited the illusion domain with the same 

confident smile on his lips. Immediately after seeing his assailants watching with held breaths, he put his 

hands in his pockets. 

"What's up?" He asked in a c.o.c.ky manner. 



Bloodish Eyes flinched at the way he was looking at him and subconsciously lifted his chin watching the 

boulder falling like a meteor. 

'What is he looking it?' Confused, Felix lifted his head as well.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, 
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'Dear god!'' 

Scared shitless by the sight of the boulder that was about to smash his c.o.c.ky attitude away, Felix 

jumped to his left in an awkward manner, narrowly getting out of the strike zone. 

BAM! 

The boulder exploded immediately on contact with the floor, hurling the pieces it was made from 

everywhere. 

"Ouch Ouch Ouch!!" Pained, Felix kept groaning each time a large piece struck his body. Although he 

was coiled around himself, protecting his head and other weaker areas, still the rocks hurt like hell. 

He expected that he would be welcomed with a shower of disbelieving looks after surviving that death 

trap, yet it turned out the only shower he received was rugged rocks of all sizes hitting him mercilessly. 

Thankfully, the bashing didn't last for even a second before it stopped. Felix peeked with eyes first and 

saw that he was safe for now. 

He snapped his finger with difficulty and the same black aura surrounded him, helping him heal up those 

blue and purple bruises in his flesh. 

"YOU F*CKERS ARE DEAD!!!!" 

Felix was truly royally pissed now. He never had a single break since the moment he was chased by 

them. He was getting tired and sick of their attempts at bringing him down. They kept attacking him to 

their heart content, now it was his turn to return the favor! 

With a livid expression, he created two pitch-black bombs in his hands. Then, he hurled one in Bloodish 

Eyes' direction and the other towards Solar Mist, who started to squirm in his place the instant he heard 

Felix's damned voice. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

He tried to open his eyes at the sound of the bomb approaching him, but his eyelids felt as heavy as a 

mountain. 

'Spirit Visage save mee!!!' Terrified, he yelled in his mind. The Queen made his begging heard loud and 

clean in Spirit Visage's mind. 

However, Spirit Visage still didn't move from his place. He knew that his abilities were useless against 

Felix's bombs. Especially his ethereal form. He couldn't even use his body as a shield to protect Solar 

Mist. 

"Well played Landlord." He said while closing his eyes, preparing for his approaching death. 



Just like he told Felix before, if he managed to attack Solar Mist within his illusion domain, then he could 

only say that. Felix went beyond his requirement and survived everything thrown at him. 

He was proud enough to accept his defeat like a man. 

As for Bloodish Eyes? The moment he saw the bomb approaching him, his feet stiffened not allowing 

him to move a single inch. He just kept staring at the pitch-black bomb getting larger and larger in his 

plain sight. He only had one thought, 'I should have never raised my arm.' 

This left only Pure Muscle with the ability to save Solar Mist. 

But who are we kidding? 

Pure Muscle's delightful grin was about to reach his ears at the sight of the prick finally getting what he 

deserved. 

Poof! Poof! 

Everyone ignored Bloodish Eyes, who got smacked in the chest by the bomb, and focused on the bomb 

that exploded on top of Solar Mist's head, covering his entire body in the pitch-black mist. 

'Noooo!!! Save me, lov..!' He didn't manage to scream for a split second before the mist penetrated 

every particle in his body, affecting him with 20 inducements all combined at once! 

What he felt during that split second was beyond anything he experienced in his entire life. He literally 

died in an instant without the ability to even breathe his last words! 

If his body wasn't totally hidden inside the black mist, Pure Muscle wouldn't have been grinning foolishly 

but escape as far as possible. 

Meanwhile, the spectators, who were able to see everything as clear as crystal, felt chills coursing 

through their back at this sight. 

Solar Mist's body breaking into tiny black particles. Some drifted in the air unnoticed by Pure Muscle 

while the majority pilled up, creating a small pile of black ash. 

The pitch-black mist slowly faded away, exposing two piles of ash to Pure Muscle. 

Bloodish Eyes ended up with the same fate. 

As for Spirit Visage? He faded away silently the moment Solar Mist died. He neither screamed nor spoke. 

He just faded with closed eyes and his trademark faint smile. 

No one wept for him nor noticed him, as everyone's attention was entrapped by the effect of the 

corruption inducement. 

When the effect of ability was more interesting than the death of a hardcore player, this should speak 

volumes on the worth of the players' lives in the eyes of the spectators. Though, Spirit Visage wasn't as 

liked as Felix due to using the slave contract. They never forgot. 

The moment Pure Muscle saw that pile of ash, his delighted grin stiffened on his face. His heartbeats 

started to rise gradually. He knew that his situation just took a sharp turn from what he envisioned. 



He assumed before that Felix's poison abilities had the least effect on him due to his dermal armor. The 

only inducement that was bothering him was corrosion inducement, but with his dermal armor, he had 

nothing to worry about. His body would be totally protected from the corrosion. 

As for other inducements? He planned on holding his breath! 

He was confident in his lung capacity to sustain him for even ten minutes. This meant, his survival was 

always guaranteed against Felix. Either win the fight or prolong it enough until the game ends. 

But now, at the sight of what remained of Solar Mist. He wasn't so sure anymore. 

"You like playing with big balls huh?" 

A sudden sarcastic voice, coming behind his back broke him out of his daze. He immediately held his 

breath while trying to roll away from the owner of that damned voice. However, his vision was 

completely blacked out, not allowing him to even see his armor. 

He knew what happened and he felt his heart sink at the thought of being inside that sinister 

inducement. 

"Uhm? Why is it not taking effect on you." Felix asked while scratching his chin in wonder as he kept 

observing Pure Muscle's grey armor get only slightly affected by corrosion. 

'Hehe, I was worrying for nothing I guess.' Pure Muscle mused as he heard his question. He wasn't a 

retard to open his mouth and answer him. 

'Time to leave. This bastard is the toughest nut I have ever met.' Pure Muscle quickly turned around, 

deciding to give up on continuing the fight. 

At this point, killing Felix or not wasn't even worth it in his eyes. Though he was quite hurt about losing 

his points to him, he knew that it was merely a bet. Sometimes you win and most of the time you lose. 

Unfortunately for him, Felix didn't share the same thought process as him. 

Quit? Heh, If Felix didn't kill anything the breaths before the game end, he wouldn't be deserving of 

having such a free potent energy. 

"How about now? Brittle Inducement!" Felix said while snapping his finger, creating a grey bomb and 

exploding it on Pure Muscle's chest. 

A bit worried by hearing the sound, Pure Muscle kept looking around him, trying to notice any 

difference. However, the area was still pitch-black. 

'Was he trying to scare m...What the hell is going on?!' 

Crack! Crack! 

Agitated, Pure Muscle felt the armor that kept him protected and safe throughout all the games he had 

it on, started to break apart! 



Before he could comprehend what was happening, the armor began crumbling into small pieces, then 

falling into the floor. His hairy chest was the first to be exposed inside the black mist. Following by his 

other body parts. 

'Nonononoo...n.o...n uhmg!' 

A single particle of the black mist touching his chest was all it needed for the paralyzing inducement, 

motion sickness, senses disorientation, and the rest to do their wonders. Pure Muscle stood motionless 

without having a clear thought process. 

He felt woozy, lightheaded, and nauseous. Yet, that was the least of his concerns as he started to lose 

feelings of his body parts due to numbness and tinglings. 

20 inducements kept assaulting him all together making him experience everything at once. 

Felix didn't know why his corruption inducement was taking longer than usual, but if Pure Muscle could 

speak, he would have cursed his two passives *Intermediate Hardened skin*, and *Muscle Armor* for 

delaying his doom. 

Unfortunately, he didn't have even a single clear thought coursing through his mind. If his mind wasn't 

affected, he would have at least tried to activate his other ability. 

Too bad, Felix mixed three mind-affecting inducements in his corruption poison just to block others from 

using their abilities. 

He created this inducement to be a sure kill ability! The moment it touched someone or took a whiff, his 

life would be in the grip reaper's bony hands. 

No one could escape it, No One!! 

Chapter 160 - The Game Has Ended! (2 in 1) 

Felix approached the blackened standing corpse of Pure Muscle, who still had an agitated expression 

affixed on his face. Then, he snapped his finger, withdrawing the black mist, and exhaled a long breath 

through his mouth. 

Whoosh! 

Pure Muscle's blackened body immediately collapsed on itself, pilling up just like the rest. 

Calm and collected again, Felix looked around him and noticed that only three black small mounds were 

left in the area. He lifted his head and saw the blue barrier in the sky. 

Spirit Visage was nowhere to be seen. 

'It's finally over.' 

Relieved, Felix let out a long sigh while closing his eyes for a while. So many things happened in such a 

short amount of time that made him feel like he played three games in a row. But, it was finally over. 

He still had some unanswered questions, like how did they find him in the first place or who were the 

four players he spotted with his infrared vision at the time of the ambush? 



However, he soon stopped caring about them and just relaxed his tense shoulders. 

The game had only three minutes left in its lifespan, and he didn't want to spend it overthinking 

unnecessary problems. Plus, He already had plenty of unanswered questions concerning Asna's reason 

for not telling him about her hidden energy stash. But, he would grill her after the game. 

Right now, he just walked to the wall and leaned against it, waiting for the final buzzer. 

If only he knew that above the wall he was leaning against, Mastermania was looking at him inside the 

shadow with eyes filled with raw emotions. He was scared, anxious, but hatred was still apparent in his 

eyes. 

He watched everything that happened since the moment Solar Mist's party started the ambush. Every 

time Felix was in a dire situation, the same weird laugh escaped through his rotten lips. 

Sadly, his laugh never lasted for even a few seconds, as Felix got out alive from every certain death 

situation. 

It got to the point that he started to believe that even his bounty hunt plan wasn't going to work against 

this c.o.c.kroach. Especially after he saw that pitch-black aura, that appeared more like a fat grim reaper 

without a scythe. 

He doubted that anyone who saw that ability would actually dare approach Felix for a mere couple 

hundred million SC. 

Players weren't stupid. If the bounty's danger exceeded their expectations, they could only give up on it 

and focus on the game. Only desperate or ignorant fools would still attempt it. 

'Why am I even thinking about killing him with a bounty?!' He narrowed his eyes at Felix, who seemed 

like he had his guard down, and thought, 'One shadow spikes and he will die. Just one.' 

He pointed his finger at Felix and then...nothing. He just froze after remembering what happened to him 

against Felix. He bypassed those hurtful memories of their fight and focused on the time he was spotted 

while still hidden in his shadow. 

Nervous, he withdrew his shaking finger and removed any thought he had about ambushing Felix. He 

recognized that Felix had knowledge about his position!! 

'The f*cker is waiting for me to strike!' He thought to himself. 

He realized that inside his shadow, he was completely safe from Felix's poisons. However, if he wanted 

to use his *Shadow Spikes*, he needed to exit the wall's shadow first! 

It was a trap! a deadly trap! 

In his mind, Felix didn't choose the wall randomly, but picked specifically to be close to him! This scene 

resembled exactly what happened during their first fight. Felix feigning weakness and ignorance to make 

him lower his guard and expose himself! 

He was waiting, waiting patiently for him to make a move. Mastermania felt like he was about to make 

the same mistake. 



'Not this time you crafty f*cker!' he cursed Felix and withdrew himself deeper into the shadows, not 

daring to remain above him anymore. However, a slight proud smirk suddenly emerged on his face. 

He honestly believed that he outwitted Felix. Too bad, he just outwitted himself, no one else. 

Felix truly had absolutely no idea that Mastermania was above him. His mental energy didn't recover 

with his elemental energy. They were two separate energies. Thus, his infrared vision was totally offline. 

If his revitalization passive needed mental energy to activate he would have honestly died after that 

attack. Thankfully, it was always in active mode just like his superstrength. Though, it belonged to a 

completely different type. 

Felix just needed to give the order for his poison to be absorbed, and it would start doing its magic. It all 

depended on the potency of the poison. In other words, this passive was indirectly linked to his 

elemental energy. The more he had the better this passive would perform! 

After seeing that Mastemania left, Felix's fans sighed in relief then...their deafening chants uplifted the 

silent stadium from its graveyard. 

"Landlord!"..."Landlord!"..."Landlord!"... 

When Felix was fighting using his corruption inducement, everyone was just watching silently how one 

ability changed the course of the battle. Whether they were commoners or VIP viewers. No one had a 

single idea of what was that damned inducement and why was he saving it even when he almost died. 

Most importantly, How did he get his energy back!!! 

So many questions were eating them up, making them confused, uncomfortable, and especially curious. 

Yet, based on Felix's personality they knew that he would probably escape the moment he obtained the 

victory. 

"Landlord brought too many surprises in this game to just shrug them off!" Zoe spoke with a crafty glint, 

"If he dares to ditch the ceremonial trophy award or not give us a proper interview to clear our doubts 

about his ultimate ability, black inducement, and specifically his sudden energy upsurge..." She brought 

the mic near her lips and yelled with her eyes closed shut, "WE WILL BOYCOTT HIIIIM!!" 

"BOYCOTT!"..."BOYCOTT!"..."BOYCOTT!" 

Suddenly everyone was screaming to boycott Felix at the top of their lungs. His fans' chants got easily 

drowned by the spectators' combined voices. 

Yet that wasn't even it, as even in the stream chat room, viewers were spamming BOYCOTT as well! 

Heck, even a couple of VIP viewers joined the excitement. 

Stupefied, Leader Emma and her followers just kept watching their club chants get overwhelmed 

without a single ounce of resistance. She had no idea how things quickly derailed to this point. She was 

expecting the stadium to follow their cheers and chant with them as well. 

After all, Felix literally gave them a spectacular game that was hard to find another one as good as it for 

the next month. Yet, the bastards only thought of grilling him after he left the maze. 



She understood their curiosity as she also wanted to know everything about Felix. But still, it was too 

much to call for a boycott if he didn't please them. 

"You ungrateful bastards!!" She yelled with flushed cheeks, scaring the shit of those around her. 

... 

In an area near the golden chest that Felix opened, next to a wall, two players were staring at a corpse 

lying on the ground. One of them had a hound's head stuck in his stomach, and the other was a tall 

macho man. 

Disappointed, Hound Stench shook his head at the sight of Spirit Visage's corpse disintegrating into light 

particles, marking 30 seconds after his death. In the SG, corpses remain 30 seconds max before getting 

removed from the game. 

When Spirit Visage failed to fulfill the contract, his consciousness was destroyed by the Queen, killing 

him for real. However, his corpse remained unmoving throughout the process. It was neat and painless. 

Yet, the Queen's neatness brought an issue for Hound Stench. 

He thought that Spirit Visage used an ability in his ethereal form that made his shallow breaths stop for 

a while. 

But after seeing with his own eyes that his body disintegrated, he knew that their hunt must have ended 

unsuccessfully.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click #!-(2-in-
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He didn't know what happened there or who died or lived. Regardless, the fact that Spirit Visage actually 

died made him pretty certain that the fate of others was as doomed as him. 

It was only common sense. 

Spirit Visage had the greatest survivability in the game due to his untouchable ethereal form, especially 

if his real body was protected like in this case. Yet, he still died. 

This made Hound Stench wonder how did it happen and if Felix was the one who killed him, how exactly 

did he achieve so? 

If his elemental energy wasn't almost dead due to overusing it to track Felix for such a long distance, he 

would have gone with them instead of staying here doing nothing. 

If only he knew that his exhausted energy was what saved him, those thoughts wouldn't even cross his 

mind anymore. 

Soon, he stopped caring about the fate of his allies and started closing his coat back on under Coco's 

whines. 

"Good game Sir. Machon, and congratulation on getting the hundred mill." After putting Coco away, 

Hound Stench offered a handshake to Machon with a polite smile. 

"You too Sir Hound, and thank you." 



Machon nodded his head respectfully while shaking his hand. His respectful manner made Hound 

Stench a bit curious. 

"Don't you hate us for making you sign a slave contract?" He asked him. 

"Hate you?" Machon scratched his head in confusion and asked, "Why should I?" He gave him a sincere 

smile and clarified, "I was supposed to die when you caught me. That was simply how things are in this 

vicious platform. I had no reason to complain. However, instead of killing me, you gave me a choice." 

"That choice, I will pick every time someone gives it to me." He shrugged his shoulder, "I would rather 

bet on luck that I will live after signing the contract than accepting death straightaway." 

"Am I not standing here alive and kicking the best proof that I made the right choice?" He laughed in 

pure delight, making Hound Stench smile bitterly. 

"You were indeed lucky. all of you were." Hound Stench murmured under his breath while gazing at the 

sky of the maze. 

Memories of the time Solar Mist proposed using the slave contract resurfaced in his mind. After seeing 

them again, he felt relieved, relieved that their plan never reached the 3rd stage. 

He was guilt-ridden the entire time, that if they managed to kill Felix successfully, he would have done 

something he realized late that he shouldn't have. 

Zoe, the spectators, and even some VIP viewers all thought that the reason they caught players and 

forced them to sign the contract slave was to ambush Felix if he came, and also protect the exit. 

However, the real reason was to gather as many players as possible in one spot and herd them akin to 

sheep, waiting for the day of their slaughter! 

That's right! The real existence for those 22 players was to simply get harvested for GPs after they kill 

Felix! 22 players meant, 4400 GP! 

They knew that Princess Bird was ranked as 2nd, and they didn't have the guts to kill her after removing 

Felix from the 1st rank. However, they were certain that she wasn't ahead of them like Felix was. They 

could catch up to her if they somehow obtained 1000 GP to 1500 GP. 

Hence, Solar Mist immediately proposed the idea of catching players, who reached the exit by 

themselves and leave them as backup points. Of course, his proposal wasn't said in public but in private 

by using the Queen's voice. 

At that time, Pure Muscle snapped on him not because he didn't want the idea of signing slave contracts 

with those players, but due to his party wanting to massacre them for points later on! 

His pride and dignity didn't let him accept such a heinous crime. He had no problems fighting or killing, 

but suggesting to give players a false hope of survival when they really were just a bunch of walking 

dead, he just couldn't... 

No matter what they said or promised him, he was uncompromising in his decision. Sadly, it didn't really 

matter as they were three and he was one. 

Their alliance was all based on votes. Thus, their hidden plan was decided on. 



Hound Stench was hesitating to vote yes at first, but after remembering the massive GP amount he 

needed to buy an expensive potion in the prize pool, he could only bury those guilty feelings deep within 

and vote yes. 

Unfortunately or fortunately for him? Felix didn't come to the gate as they expected but remained far 

off, forcing them to change plans and hunt him down instead. 

What they didn't expect as well, was for the bastard to be at the very edge of the northeast side of the 

maze, putting them in a long path. 

The journey itself took an entire half an hour of constant running to barely make it. 

Their plan of massacring the players went down the drain the moment they noticed that time wasn't 

going to be enough to make another journey back, even if they killed Felix within an instant. 

Pure Muscle gloated at them, making Solar Mist furious and Spirit Visage a bit upset. However, Hound 

Stench only felt a burst of relief. 

He knew at that moment he wasn't a cold-blooded killer in his core even if his dire circ.u.mstances 

forced him to be one. 

'Sorry, my love. Dad really, really tried his best.' A sudden tear dropped down his cheek as he gazed at 

the blue barrier getting darkened. 

He wanted to win the bet so badly not for him, but for his daughter, who was born with a fragile 

consciousness barrier, that could collapse by a single gentle breeze. 

Anyone with her condition could not awaken and integrate. In other words, her maximum lifespan was 

bound to 500 years. No one wanted to bury their children, all parents wanted it to be the other way 

around. 

He, just like the majority of the players had their own reasons for joining the platform. Some do it for 

entertainment, training, richness, wishes, and some do it for others. 

All it mattered was the Supermacy Games platform gave everyone an equal chance to fulfill their desires 

and hopes. 

Sadly, this game wasn't meant for Hound Stench. Because Felix was on it. 

He wiped the tear away unnoticed by Machon and the spectators, who were still shouting boycott. His 

sorrowful gaze was replaced instantly to indifference and determined again. 

'But don't worry, your dad will never stop trying. Not now, not ever!' He thought one last time as his 

body started to disintegrate into light particles, indicating his teleportation. 

Behind him, Machon's body was also experiencing the same process. 

"Good luck out there Mr. Hound." Machon waved his hand with a sincere smile. 

"You too." Hound stench nodded his head mildly before he drifted in the air, just like the remaining 

players in the maze. 



Light particles were going upward from every spot in the maze. But still, the biggest cl.u.s.ter was the 

one in the middle of the maze. 

Throughout the entire hour, the players were near the maze exit, none of them managed to touch the 

cold metallic l.u.s.ter of the gate. 

It was near, yet far at the same time. However, feelings of regret, envy, or greed didn't cross their 

minds. They just felt relieved that the game was finally over. And they remained alive until they heard 

the last buzzer. 

Peeeeeeep! 

 


